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CHAPTER I.Introduction
1 .1BACKGROUND
Wave propagation in coupled distributed parameter systems has
been a research topic of continued interest because of its importance
in many engineering problems [1-29]. Most of the early work dealt
with coupled homogeneous systems and resulted in many applications,
including coupled TEM circuits consisting of rectangular and circular
bars, strips and other forms of lines for use as filters, directional
couplers, phase equalizers, matching networks and others at microwave
frequencies [27-29].
Symmetrical two-line (or.two-wire and ground) four-port couplers
have been investigated by Oliver [4], who suggested that the natural
coupling could be used to make directional couplers with the remark-
able properties of perfect matching and isolation over the entire
frequency band for the dominant TEM mode.Jones and Bolljahn [5]
studied the network properties of homogeneous symmetrical coupled line
pair by using the four-port impedance matrix.With the advances in
integrated circuit technology, the study of the properties and appli-
cations of coupled inhomogeneous lines, such as structures consisting
of microstrip lines, slot lines [30-34], coplanar lines [35-39] and
others, has become quite important in recent years.The network param-
eters for inhomogeneous symmetrical coupled lines have been derived2
by Zysman and Johnson [11].Allen [40] has utilized these to formu-
late the design procedure for various two-port circuits for applica-
tion as filters for the case of large mode velocity ratios.Other
problems dealing with coupled inhomogeneous lines include the study
and minimization of crosstalk noise in digital circuits since the
back plane wiring of a modern high-speed digital computer is best
represented by coupled inhomogeneous lines.This has become more
significant due to advancements in improved packaging techniques and
high-speed semiconductor devices [9, 23-26].
The theory of non-symmetric uniform coupled lines in a homo-
geneous medium has been formulated by expressing their four-port
parameters in terms of the properties of even and odd excitation
modes as deftned by Crstal [7] and Ekinge [17].The even voltage-
mode, odd current-mode pair, as defined by Ekinge for homogeneous
lines, has been considered by Allen [19] and Speciale [20] for the
non-symmetrical coupled lines in an inhomogeneous medium.Speciale
indicated that these two modes are the normal modes of the coupled
lines only if a congruence condition between the parameters is
satisfied.Further, Tripathi [21 ,22] has developed a convenient
procedure to study uniformly coupled non-symmetrical ,lossy, inhomo-
geneous systems in terms of its normal mode parameters and has
derived the four-port circuit parameters of two coupled lines in
terms of the properties of these mode parameters.These parameters,
which are used to study the multiple coupled line structures, are
derived in terms of the equivalent self- and mutual-series imped-
ances and shunt-admittances of the lines.3
These equivalent self- and mutual-series impedance and shunt-
admittance parameters of the coupled inhomogeneous system can be
evaluated at low frequencies by assuming a quasi-TEM mode of propa-
gation.This assumption is adequate for designing circuits at low
frequencies where the strip width and the substrate thickness are
much smaller than the wavelength in the dielectric material.In
this case, the equivalent parameters are found by solving the
Laplace's or Poisson's equations for the capacitive coefficients of
coupling by utilizing various techniques.These include:
(1)Conformal Transformation Method;
An exact conformal transformation for the impedance of zero
thickness, homogeneous microstrip line has been given by Schneider
[41].For a single strip conductor or for a system of two-strip
conductors, where a high degree of symmetry is present, Schwartz-
Christoffel conformal mapping may be used to obtain mathematically
exact results in terms of elliptic integrals [42-45]. When
the system is not highly symmetrical, the Schwartz-Christoffel method
becomes quite cumbersome unless a number of simplifying approximations
are made, in which case the results may not be quite accurate.
(2)Finite Difference Method [46-52];
This method is based on the numerical solution of Laplace's
equation in finite difference form.This technique is more suitable
for an enclosed microstrip conductor, and its finite thickness can be
incorporated into the analysis.The most common method of solving
finite difference equations is successive over relaxation.Lennarts-
son [51] has formulated a procedure to evaluate the quasi-TEM param-eters of shielded asymmetric coupled inhomogeneous lines with good
accuracy using a resistive network analog.However, tables or graph-
ical solutions are not available to design such structures.Also,
the method is not computationally efficient since a large number of
grid points may be required.
(3)Integral Equation Method [26, 53-63];
In this method, one considers the Poisson's equation in
terms of line charge distribution and formulates a suitable Green's
function which satisfies the boundary conditions at the interface.
Using Green's function, an integral equation can be formulated and
solved by writing it in the form of a matrix equation and carrying
out the matrix inversion numerically.This method has been used for
a number of structures, including the non-symmetrical broadside
coupled structure in an inhomogeneous medium[63].
(4)Variational Method in Fourier Transform Domain [64-66];
This method is based on Fourier transform and variational
technique where the potential function is expanded in the Fourier
transform domain and then the variational expression for the capaci-
tances is used in the Fourier transform domain, assuming a trial
function for charge or current distribution.This technique can
also be used to take into account the effect of finite strip thick-
ness and enclosure and can be extended to microstrips with
composite substrates or a dielectric overlay [65].
All the above techniques have been primarily used to obtain the
properties of simple and identical coupled lines.In some of thearticles referred to, it has been noted that the same procedure is
applicable to the case of non-symmetrical structures.
Recently Lee [67] has formulated an efficient computational
procedure to calculate the quasi-TEM parameters (phase constants and
line impedances for n modes) for both symmetrical and non-symmetrical
multiple lines in an inhomogeneous medium such as coupled microstrip,
coplanar lines and waveguides.For the case of multiple microstrip
lines, the procedure utilizes a similar approach to that used by
Weiss [59] for identical coupled lines.
At higher frequencies, when the wave length in a microstrip line
becomes comparable to the transverse dimension of the structure, the
quasi-TEM approximation is no longer valid.The line parameters can
then be obtained by solving Helmholtz's equation, subject to the
given boundary conditions.
The basic techniques include the integral equation method,
Galerkin's method in Fourier transform domain and related techniques
[68-78].
A great deal of work has been done on the properties and appli-
cations of homogeneous coupled lines having commensurate lengths
because of their applications in wide variety of microwave circuits
[27-29].The structures are studied by utilizing the line properties,
i.e., the characteristic immittances and phase velocities for the two
independent even- and odd-modes of excitation.The phase velocity of
the two modes is equal for the homogeneous case, and much of the
work has been done with the help of lumped equivalent circuits
obtained in Richards' frequency plane, S = j tan This enablesone to utilize various known lumped circuit techniques tostudy and
design these structures.
Inhomogeneous coupled line structures have been designed for
the case of identical coupled lines by using simple network tech-
niques and the line properties for even- and odd-modes of excitation
[11,40,79-82] primarily for applications as microwave filters.It is
seen that the additional degree of freedom obtained throughunequal
phase velocity of the two modes may result in realization of some
unique elements, as shown by Allen[40,79-81] for the case of large
velocity-ratios of the two modes.The properties of non-symmetrical
coupled lines in an inhomogeneous medium, and their four-port
parameters as obtained by Tripathi [21], are used to obtain the
equivalent circuits and characteristics of various prototypes for the
case of quasi-TEM lossless lines [83].Such structures have an
inherent impedance transforming capability and added flexibility in
the design through an additional variable, as compared to identical
coupled lines in an inhomogeneous medium.
Wide-band filters with DC-isolated input and output ports [83]
have been used as microstrip DC blocks [84-86], which may have
improved performance at microwave frequencies as compared to lumped
capacitors.
As microwave circuit technology advances, more effective methods
for realizing broad-band quadrature hybrids and power dividers/com-
biners are required for microwave integrated circuits (MIC) applica-
tions.In MIC, interdigitated couplers, composed of four coupling
strips tied together in pairs, are commonly used to meet tight7
coupling conditions.Several quantitative design procedures [87-91]
have been proposed since Lange's first investigation [92] of the
interdigitated coupler.Later, an unfolded Lange coupler has been
presented by Waugh and LaCombe[93] that only needs two bond wires.
A 3-dB interdigitated three-line microstrip coupler with two bond
wires on alumina substrate (Cr = 10) has been developed by Tulaja et
al.[94].The imittance parameters for the case of symmetrical
coupled three-line microstrip conductors or other inhomogeneous six-
port structures were derived in terms of the normal modes of the
coupled system by Tripathi[95].Tripathi [96]has also derived
the scattering parameters of coupled symmetrical microstrip three-
line structures in an inhomogeneous medium which can be used to study
the directional coupler properties, including possible matching and
isolation conditions for six-port and interdigitated four-port
couplers consisting of symmetrical three-line structures.
1 .2SUMMARY OF THESIS
In chapter II, a general procedure for finding the immittances
of a general, uniformly coupled, n-line structure in an inhomogeneous
medium is presented.The expressions derived in terms of the normal
modes of the system are in a convenient matrix form and can be used
to compute or to derive the explicit expressions for the elements of
the 2n-port immittance matrix.As an example, the closed form
expressions for the elements of the admittance matrix of a symmetri-
cal four-line eight-port structure are given in Appendix A.It is
shown that the scattering parameters of a general non-symmetrical2n-port with arbitrary terminations can be derived in terms of the
known scattering parameters with a specified set of terminations such
as non-mode converting terminations and the terminating impedances.
The formulation is quite general and can be applied to various
coupled guided-wave systems, including systems with more than two
coupled lines.It is shown that the coupling performance of a general
non-symmetrical uniformly-coupled-line four-port coupler with unequal
normal mode phase velocities can be optimized in terms of the termi-
nating impedances by using the explicit expressions for the scatter-
ing parameters of a non-symmetrical four-port coupler with arbitrary
terminations.These expressions can also be used to study the sensi-
tivity of various multiports, including couplers, to changes in
termi nations.
In chapter III, the sensitivity equations of a four-port coupler
to changes in terminations are derived in terms of the known scatter-
ing parameters, and the method to determine the optimum terminations by
the impedance renormalization procedure are presented with an example
for two-line structure.
In chapter IV, the analysis and design procedures for both sym-
metrical and non-symmetrical interdigitated three-line four-port
directional couplers are presented.Table and charts for the design
of couplers having typical values of substrate dielectric constants
are presented.The procedure to determine the terminations required
for optimum coupler performance of the non-symmetrical coupler are
also presented in terms of the scattering parameterwith character-
istic terminations by using impedance renormalization procedure.In chapter V, the analysis and design procedure for both symmet-
rical, and non-symetrical open-circuited interdigital multiple
coupled microstrip line structures for application as wide-band DC
blocks and filters are presented.The design equations for symmetri-
cal and non-symetrical two-port with a flat frequency response, and
symmetrical two-port with a single ripple response having a specified
maximum ripple, are formulated. As in the case of the other microstrip
structures, the initial design is based on the TEM assumption and the
final geometry is then determined by the exact computation of the fre-
quency response of the two ports. For larger numbers of lines, the
design is based on the equivalent even- and odd-mode parameters of the
n-line system.For this case, the TEM design equation, derived
in terms of even- and odd-mode impedances of a pair of lines, can be
translated into a physical configuration by using published results
on coupled lines.CHAPTER H.Network Function Characterizing
the General 2n-Port
2.1INTRODUCTION
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A coupled transmission line system is a set of transmission
lines in which the voltages and currents of each line can influence
the voltages and currents of all the others.The systems to be con-
sidered are lossless and uniform n-line structures in an inhomogeneous
medium.The n-line 2n-port structure can be characterized in terms of
an imittance matrix, a chain matrix, or scattering parameters. The
imittance matrix is suitable for studying two-port circuits, while the
scattering parameters are more suitable for studying multiport cir-
cuits, including couplers, since the immittance matrix of a coupler
does not conveniently describe the coupler performance.The general
forms of the imittance and chain matrices of an n-line structure were
derived by Chang [13], Marx [15], and Paul[ 97, 98 ].The explicit
closed expressions for non-symmetrical two-line and symmetrical three-
line structures were derived by Tripathi [21,95] in terms of the
normal modes of the coupled system.
The expressions derived in terms of the normal mode parameters
of an n-line coupled system are in a convenient matrix form and can
be used to compute or to derive the explicit expressions for the
elements of the 2n-port imittance matrix. These normal mode parameters
are the phase constants and the characteristic impedance of the indivi-
dual lines for all the modes of the system and can be readily computed11
for various cases of multiple coupled lines [67].The closed form
expressions for the immittance matrtx of the symmetrical four-line
structure are given in Appendix A.
The scattering parameters [99] for a 2n-port structure in
general can be computed by utilizing the immtttance parameters.How-
ever, when the number of lines is small, e.g., n = 2 or 3, explicit
expressions for these parameters can be derived in a closed form with
arbitrary terminations as shown in section 2.3 of this chapter.
These expressions for the case of general two-line and symmetrical
three-line structures have been derived by Gunton and Paige [100] and
Tripathi [96] only for the special case where lines are terminated
in non-mode converting impedances. In section 2.3 of this chapter,
the scattering parameters of a general coupled line four-port with
arbitrary terminations are derived directly from the normal mode
parameters of two-line coupled structures by using the definition of
the scattering parameters.It is shown that these can also be
derived in terms of the scattering parameters of the four-port with
non-mode converting terminations and the new arbitrary terminations.
2.2IMMITTANCE FUNCTIONS
The transmission line equations for the n-line system shown in
Fig. 2-1 are given by:
d[vJ= _] tfl (2-1)
dx
dtIJ
= -tY] [v] (2-2)
dx12
where [V] and [I] are the n-dimensional column vectors representing
the voltages and currents on the lines, and [Z] and [Y] are n x n
impedance and admittance matrices as given by
and
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z21
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where Zand Y j = 1, 2, . ..,n) are the equivalent self-
impedance and admittance per unit length of the ith line, and Z
and
Vii
(1$ j) are the mutual impedance and admittance per unit
length between the ith line and the jth line.
The voltages and currents for the case of uniformly coupled
lines considered here are then the solutions of the following
characteristic equations:
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of the coupled line2n-port.14
where, for the n-line 2n-port case
Cv] [z] ={jZ] tvJ}T
The general solutions for the port voltages on n-line 2n-port struc-
tures are the given by
vi
V2
Vn
Vn+l
v2n
EMv] [Mv]
[Mv]tei]diag [Mv][eJ°i]djag
A1
A3
A2ni
A2
A2
n
I(2-5)
The corresponding currents for n-line 2n-port are determined
by substituting the expressions for voltages (2-5) into (2-1).
These currents are given byIi
=
+1
'2n
[MtJ -[M1J
_EMtJLe_JeiJdag[M1][e6i]
di ag
A1
A2
A2_1
A2
n
15
(2-6)
where,i=1,2,. ..,n.
En the above equation, the eigenvalues, representing the
solutions of det {[Z] [y]
2
Lu]} = 0, are the propagation con-
stants for the normal modes of the system.
A(j = 1, 2, ..,2n) is an arbitrary amplitude coefficient
and = is the electric length of lines for the n normal modes.
[Mv] is the voltage eigenvector matrix (n by n) corresponding
to eigenvalues:
1 1...1
a2 2
[Mv]
. .16
EM1] is the current eigenvector matrix (n by n) defi'ned as
[Mn * [My] with the element M11=
't'ii
''2l 'nl
2"l2 B2'(22 2'n2
'n'ln n'V'2n
.
where,
jkis the characteristic admittance of line k for mode i.
Eliminating A1, A2, . ..,and A2leads to 2n equations for the
2n-port currents where coefficients represent the immittance param-
eters.These admittance parameters of the 2n-port are found to be:
-[M1][e
diag[MI][e°i]diag1
-
[M1] -EM1]
-j 0
rMl [Mv]
LMvi0jdiag[Mv][ei6i]diag] (2-7)
where [ indicates a diagonal matrix.
The second matrix can be inverted as follows:
o 2j sin o1diagr[MV]1 [0 ]1 Eu]jsnidiag
[
2j sin 01diag sinei]diag]L0
J [Mv]1
J
1Hence
Lv] =
r[Mr]cO J
]
[-ii:cot Oj]g j[csc [[Mvri Co
][M1][J[cscOJdag -jEcot Ot]diag [O J[Mv]1]
Manipulating the above matrices leads to
r[Mr] [cQthidiag[MvY
Lv] =
[_[Mr] [cschidiag[MJ
[M1] [cschidiag
CM1] Ecothidiag[Mv] (2-8)
where =
The above matrix elements for the admittance matrix can be
readily evaluated for a given 2n-port structure as illustrated for
the case of a four-line microstrip structure in the following example.
Example:For a four-line symmetrical microstrip structure, shown in
Fig. 2-2, the quasi-TEM normal mode parameters can be computed by the
technique given by Lee [67].The capacitance matrix [C]d of the
structure with the dielectric present is given by:
c11-C12-C13-C14
-Cl2 C22-C23-C13
l3 23 22 12
-C14-C13-C12 C11t
h
-t.
/
1/
vt'
Ji5
W-4+S-4-W-4.s-4- w-
(a)
'2 11/13
vi V2 V3 V4
(b)
Plane
'8
Figure 2-2. (a) Cross sectional view of the symmetrical four-line
microstrip structure. (b) Schematic of the coupled line
eight-port.19
For the relative dielectric constant c= 10 and the geometry given
r
by w/h = 0.11 and s/h= 0.08, these parameters are found to be:
C11 = 110.38 pf, C12=50.61 pf, C13=9.93 pf,
C14 =5.16 pf, C22= 134.30 pf, C23= 46.52 pf.
These parameters, together with the same parameters with dielectric
removed, lead to the four phase constants, the eigenvector matrix,
and the characteristic admittance matrix of the structure, as given
by:
= 8.502 x10 sec/rn,
2
=7.849 x10 sec/rn
= 7.824 xi0 sec/rn, =7.823 xi0 sec/rn
where subscript i(=1, 2, 3, 4) indicates mode,
r
1. 1.
1. 01050.3436-1.5643-4.7330
[M ] =
1.0105-0.3436-1.5643 4,7330
Li.
.
1/192.9981/ 77.2721/39.1321/25.393
1/305.077 1/125.6731/61.856 1/41.299
[Y]= (mh) C
1/305.077 1/125.6731/61.856 1/41.299
1/192.9981/ 77.272 1/39.1321/25.393
The eight-port admittance matrix elements, at the center
oi
frequency as defined by 0 = =are calculated by using
equation (2-8and found to be:=-.2144x103mho,
=.1719x10'3mho,
=.1395x l0mho,
Y17 =-.1350xlO2mho,
Y22 =-.4697x103mho,
Y26 .1710x 10mho,
2.3 SCATTER!NG PARAMETERS
=.3538xl0'3mho
=.2053x10'3mho
=-.6552xlO2mho
'18 =-.7717xlO3mho
=.2796x10'3mho
=-.5995xlO2mho
(A)General Expressions [99]
The scattering matrix ES] of a general 2n-port network is
where,
defined by
b] = ES] a]
a1 b1
a2 b2
a]= b]=
a2 , b2
(2-9)
.0
It is assumed that aand bare normalized so that 1/2 aa1* is the
available power at port i and 1/2 bb1* is the emergent power at the
same port.The as's and b1's are defined by21
V.
a.=1/2 vTt.) (2-lOa)
1 10
b.=1/2(
1-,'ZI.) (2-lob)
1
v7 101
b
where Z.10, V, and are the terminating impedance, the voltage, and
current at port i, respectively.
If one defines
[zn] = [z0'2[Z] [z0r''2 (2-ha)
[Yn]=[Zo]1/2
1/2
(2-lib)
0
where[Z0]'2is a real diagonal matrix, each diagonal entry of which
is the square root of Z0 and is the inverse of [Z0]'2, then
ES]={[Z]-[U]}{[Z]+ [u]} ={[Z]+
={[U]- [v]H[u] +[Y]}= {[u] +
(2-12)
The above expressions can be used to compute the scattering matrix for
multiple coupled line structures in terms of the terminations and the
immittance parameters of the 2n-port.
Coupled line four-port:
Substituting the nonlial mode parameters of two-line coupled
structures in the defining expressions for the scattering parameters
as given by equation (2-9) [99] leads to the explicit closed express-
ions for the scattering parameters of a general non-symmetrical22
coupled line four-port shown in Fig. 2-3 inan inhomogeneous medium.
These parameters can be used to study the properties and applications
ofnon-symmetrical four-port couplers and are found to be:
S11 = S44
= 2{[RE F(BA
+ R [F(R A - R Cl.
d ir C
- [RE F - (BA +
+ R [E(R B + R D
d r C
4RCR[Zi/(ZCili
RCC)(RBRCD)] cosh
7r+
E(R B- RDfl sinh (y+ y) C TI C
RCC1CRIrB + RED) cosh (y11 +
- FCRA+RC)]sinh (y-y )R. c c
21Z2/(ZC2ZTI2Z1)] }/A (2-13a)
12
= = = S43
=4RR{ -(2R/Z J+2R/Z H)
cit cc2 it ir2
+ (lIZ2l/Z21[EcR R) sinh (y+ y.
+ CRARCC) cosh (y
+
- (lIZ2 + l/Z2l[FCR R) sinh
- (RB + RED) cosh (y }/A(2-13b)
i4
=
= 8Rd[ R/Zj(l/Z2 +z2/z) sinh
+ 2R /(Z 1Z2 ) cosh y
it C
- R/Zf[l/Z2 +Z2/Z1 sinhYc&
2Rc/(ZiZc2) cosh y (2-13c)
S13 = S31= S24 = S42
R
in/Z1Z2
/z Z
+ sinh
Cl c2
/Z Z
-
C + z1z2sinh
Cl iiiir223
-CR/Z G-R/ZliCcosh y£-cosh -y)]/L (2-13d)
C in inci c
S22 =S33
=2f[RE F+CRARCC)(RB ROD)] cosh(y
+
+ R [F(R A-R C)+E[R BRCD)] sinh(y+ d in C 11
-[RE F+CRA+RC1CRB+ROD)] cosh(
+R [F(RA+R Cl+E(.R BRCD)] sinh
d in C
+ 4R R Z /(ZZZ)-Z /(ZZZ1))] }/A (2-13e)
2c2in2 CirlclTni2
S23=S32
=BRd£ /z2(J/zi+Z1/Z) sinh
2R/(ZiZ21 cosh -r2.
It
+R /Z(1/Z1+Z1/Z sinh
init
+2R /(Z 1Z2)cosh-r (2-13f)
'if C
where and are terminations on line 1and line 2, respectively.
The notation here follows Tripathj [21.].
R =R -R
d in c
=8R RH J+2[RE2+(RARC)2 cosh(y+ y) Cm
+ E (RA RcC) sinh(y+ y).
-2[RF2+(RB+RD)2cosh(yy )i
c
+4RF (RB+R 0). sinhCii)2. (2-13g)
d in C in c
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Figure 2-3. (a) Cross sectional view of the non-syimetrica1two-line
microstrip structure. (b) Schematic of the coupled line
four-port.25
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The above expressions have been verified numerically by evaluating
them for some typical cases from equations (2-13) and comparing them
with the same parameters computed by the general expressions, equation
(2-12).In addition, the above expressions reduce to the known ex-
pressions for symmetrical coupled line four-port in a homogeneous
medium with R= -R= I, Z1 = Z2 = Zeoand
z=z=z
Tn rn2 00
(B)Scattering Parameters by Using Impedance Renormalization
Let ES] be the scattering matrix for a 2n-port terminated in
i= 1, 2, . ..,2n, and [St] be the scattering matrix of the
same network terminated in Z, I= 1, 2, . ..,2n.Then these
scattering matrices are defined as
b]= [5]a] (2-14a)
b'J = [S'] a'] (2-14b)
According to equation (2-10), for the termination Z.
V.
a'. =I (.J+ vT '.) (2-15a)
1 2 1 1
b'. =I -
r..) (2-15b)
1 2 1 1
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From equations L2-1Q1
V.1=(a1 + bt iç (2-16a)
Ii = (a.. - bf 1 (2-16b)
Substituting the above equations C2-16) into equation (2-15) gives
where
2a= Z51a1 + Zdibf
2h1= ZdaI + Z5b1
/°+/
/
a'] and b'] can then be expressed in terms of a] and b]as:
2a'] = [Z5] a]+ [Zd][S] a]
2b'] = 2[S'] a']= [Zd]a] + [Z5][S] a]
The above relation together with the definition of scatteringparam-
eters leads to the following equation relating the desired scattering
parameters[sl]in terms of the known parameters [s] and the arbitrary
new terminations Z11s.
[s']= {[zd] +[z][s]}{[z]+ [zd][s]} (2-17)
there [Z] and [Zd] are diagonal matrices with diagonal terms given
by and Zdi.27
Equation (2-17), expressing the scattering parameters of a
2n-port with arbitrary terminations, in terms of the same known
parameters, can he used to study sensitivity of multi-port circuits
to changes in various terminati.ons and aiso.to optimize the circuit
performance in terms of the terminating impedances.The matrix
{[Z5]+ [Zd][S) is readily determined if only two of the termina-
tions are to be changed, as in the case for a uniformly coupled line
four-port.For the general non-symmetrical coupled line four-port
with non-mode converti:ng terminations, only the ratio (Z20/Z10) is
specified., wfich enables us to choose either Z1= or Z2 = Z20.
The new scattering parameters with arbitrary terminations Z1= Z4 and
= are found by normalizing with respect to changes in two ter-
minations only.That is, for a four-port terminated in arbitrary
impedances Z1 and Z,
Zl+ZdlSll
0
0
{[zS]+[zd][s]}
[
Z1S14
-1
Zd1S12ZdlSl3 ZdlSl4
2 0 0
(2-18)
0 2 0
ZdlSl3ZdlSl2Zsl+ZdlSll
which is easily inverted.In the above equation, the characteristic
terminations have been chosen to be Z= Z2 and then
Z10 = Z2/(_RcR) [21].Substituting in equation (2-17) leads to the
scattering parameters for the four-port as given by:
S1 = S4 = [(Zdl + Z51S11)CZ51 + ZdlSll)Z5lZdlSl]/ (2-19a)
s4 = s1 = [zisi4LZ5i + ZdlSll) ZdlSl4(Zdl + z51S11)]/(2-19b)s2 = s1 = = S3 = [2S12(Z51 + Zd1S11) 2ZdlSl4Sl3]/(2-19c)
S.j3= = S4 =
s2 = s3 = S22 -
s3 = s2 = S23 -
where, =(Z1 +
= [2S13LZ51 + ZdlSli 2ZdlSlsSl4]/(2-19d)
+ ZdlSll)(Sl2 +
2ZdSl2Sl3Sl4]/4 (2-19e)
E2ZdlCZSl + ZdlSll)S12S13
ZdSl4(Sl+ S1)]/L(2-19f)
22
dlSllL ZdlSl4.
Similarly, if the terminations on line 1are fixed and those
on line 2 are changed, a complimentary set of equations are given by
S.il= S4 Zd2LLZS2 + Zd2522)(S12 +l3
2Zd2Sl2Sl3S23]/ (2-20a)
i2 2l
= = S3 = ZS2/2Zd2[ZS(Sl2S22 + S13S23)
+ ZdCSl2S22 - s13s23)
+ ZS2Zd2Sl2CS2- S+ l)]/(2) (2-2Ob)
Si3 3l
= s= S2 = Z52S13/2 Zd2[Zs2(512S23 + S13S22)
Zd2(l2S23 - s13s22)
+ Z2Zd2Sl3(S2- S23 + ifl/(2A) (2-20c)
S14
41
= S14Zd2[2S13S12(Z52 + Zd2S22)
Zd2S23CSl+ S1)]/A (2-20d)
S = S= [(Zd2 +Z2S22)(Z2 + Zd2522)Z$2Zd2S2]/A (2-20e)
S23
32= [Z52S23CZ52 + Zd2S22) Zd2S23CZd2 + Z52S22)]/A (2-2of)
where, A = (Z52 + Zd2S2212 (Zd2S23)
The above equations for the elements of the matrix [S'] repre-
sent the scattering parameters of the four-port with arbitrary
terminations and are expre.ssed in terms of the known scattering
parameters wi'th characteristic non-mode converting terminations and29
the new impedances. The elements of the known scattering parameters for
two-line and symetrical three-line four-port with non-mode converting
terminations were derived by Tripathi [96and are given in Appendix C.
2.4CONCLUDING REMARKS
The procedure for finding the immittance of a general n-line
coupled structure in an i:nhomogeneous medium has been presented in
terms of the normal mode parameters of the n-line coupled system.
The expressions are in a convenient form for both computational
purposes and for derivi:ng the explicit closed form expressions for
the elements of the 2n-port immittance matrix.As an example, the
closed form expressions for the elements of the admittance matrix of
a symmetrical eight-port structure are given in Appendix A.
The scattering parameters of a general coupled line four-port
with arbitrary terminations are derived directly from the normal
mode parameters of two-line structure by using the definition of the
scattering parameters.It is shown that these can also be derived
in terms of the scattering parameters of the four-port with non-mode
converting terminations and the new arbitrary terminations.30
CHAPTER III.Sensitivity Analysis and Optimization of
Four-Port(Directional Couplers)
3.1INTRODUCTION
The effect of any changes in various parameters (strip width,
spacing between strips, substrate dielectric constant, etc.)on
the characteristics of single and coupled microstrip line structure
has been analyzed by using the sensitivity approach [101, 102].
The equations for perturbation of scattering parameters, whichare
useful for 10% variation in the even- and odd-mode characteristic
impedances as well as the phase velocities for syimiietrical two-line
couplers, were presented by Brenner [103].
In this chapter, the sensitivities of scattering parameters
for two-line, interdigitated three-line and four-line couplers,
with respect to changes in terminations, have been derived by using
the impedance renormalization procedure prescribed in the previous
chapter.
The study of directional couplers consisting of general, uni-
formly coupled non-symmetrical lines in an inhomogeneous medium
has been confined to the case where the structure is terminated
in a set of impedances that allows for the excitation of the individual
normal modes of the system [ 96, 100].Examples of such structures31
include coupled microstrip lines, slot lines, comb lines, dielectric
waveguides and various other uniformly coupled transmission systems.
The scattering parameters of two-line four-port [100], three line
interdigitated four-port [ 96] with such characteristic non-mode
converting terminations are known.Sun [104] has also derived the
solution for port voltages when the lines are terminated in imped-
ances satisfying Cristal 's [7] homogeneous (non-symmetrical TEM
lines) conditions which is a special case of non-mode converting
terminations.In this chapter it is shown that the performance
of directional couplers consisting of such non-symmetrical lines
with unequal normal mode phase velocities can be optimized in terms
of the terminating impedances.A method to determine the optimum
terminations with examples of non-symmetrical edge coupled microstrip
coupler is presented.
3.2SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The sensitivity of scattering parameters Swith respect to
changes in a termination is defined as:
LS..
ji
13 = constant
(3-1)
where Zis the termination for the known scattering parameter
S.and Z.is the changed, new termination
parameter with arbitrary termination as gi
and (2-20).tZ= Z0 and tS= S
tivity for symmetrical and non-symmetrical
for S, a scattering
en by equations (2-19)
S. Hence, the sensi-
coupled four-port32
structures is represented in terms of the known scattering parameters
with respect to changes in line terminations.The sensitivity equa-
tions can be derived from equations (2-19) and (2-20) and they are
defined as follows.
If the terminating impedance of line 2, Z2, is fixed, the
sensitivity parameters of the four-port with respect to changes
in Z1 are found to be:
5Ls(1)_ 1
(k1+s11)(11S11-s11)-s11(k1-S11)
44jj LxZ1 DlEZ1
(3-2a)
4=s=
(1)_
12 43
2S
(k1+s11)[(1+ -S11)I(k1 1)-1] S14(sz i4 Zdl
D1Z1
(3-2b)
(1)= (1)_ 1
1S13
13 31 42 iz1
2S
(k1+S11) [(1+ -S11)I(k1+1)-1] - S14
13d1
s14)
Zdl
D1AZ1
(3-2c)
U=
(i)._L____
41S14 Z1
(1 - S11 - S14) (1-S11+ s14) +2 (k1 1)
(3-2d) D1iZ133
(1)_ _L.
AS22
22 33 S22AZ1
(k1 S11) (S122 S132)/S22-2
12131422
(3-2e)
D1 AZ1
)_5(iL _L
AS23
- 32 S23AZ1
=
2 (k1 +S11) S12 S13 IS23- S14(S122+s132)/S23
(3- 2f)
D1 AZ1
Similarly, if the terminating impedance of line 1, Z10, is fixed,
the sensitivity parameters of the four-port with respect to changes
in Z2 are found to be:
s-
AS11
44S11AZ2
=
(k2 + s22)(S122+S132)/511- 251213 2311 (3-2g)
D2AZ2
(2)_(2)_(2)(2) 1AS12
12 21 34 43 AZ2
[(k
2 (S22S135231 S12) k22(S22-S23+1)k2+(S22-S13S231S12)
(3-2h)
(2)_(2)_(2)_(2)_ 1 13
13 24 42 AZ234
Zd2
2 AZ2[(k2-)
(S22S12S23/s13)k22(s2-s2+1)k2(S22-S12s23/s13)
]
02
(3-2i)
s=s(2)= 1
As14
41 AZ2
where
S23 (5122+5132)/S142S12 S13 (k2+s22) /S14
(3-2j) 02 AZ2
(2)_ 1
AZ2
(1+S232)-S22(k2+S22)+k2(1-S232)/S22
02 AZ2 (3-2k)
-(2)_ 1
AS23
AZ2
1 (2k2+S22)S22-S232
=
D2 AZ2 (3-21)
Z1=Z10- AZ1
Z2=Z20-AZ2
k1=ZS1IZd1 and k2=Z52/Zd2 k (i=1,2) has a negative
sign forZ>Z.0and a positive sign for Z<Z.0
=(k2S11)2-S142
02=(k2+S22)2-S23235
3.3OPTIMIZATION OF COUPLER
The scattering parameters for the generalcase of a non-symmetri-
cal coupler terminated in non-mode converting impedanceswere derived
by Gunton and Paige [100].Examination of these parameters reveals
that, for such structures with unequal normal mode phasevelocities,
such as non-symmetrical coupled microstrip lines, ideal couplers
with S= 0 for all i's and 0 where parts i and j are to
be isolated, can not be realized.However, examination of the scatter-
ing parameters with arbitrary terminations,as given by equations
(2-19) and (2-20), reveals that both matching and isolationcan in
general be improved in terms of terminating impedances.For a given
coupled system, the above formulation can be used to solve for the
terminations Z1 and Z2 such that both matching and isolation condi-
tions are optimized.The solution, Z1 and Z2, is generally complex
if we demand perfect matching (S11 = 0, all i's) ata given frequency
which can be implemented with open-or short-circuited stubs at all
the ports of the coupler.Choice of real terminations can only lead
to the maximation of isolation or directivity of the coupler.It
should be noted here that from the unitary property of thescattering
matrix we have a choice of either minimizing the reflection coeffi-
cients at all the ports or minimizing the reflection coefficients
at the input port and the transmission coefficient between theinput
and isolated port.This condition can be derived by the unitary
property of the scattering matrix for a lossless four-port coupler
in a homogeneous medium as follows:36
In the case of a lossless, reciprocal, non-syninetrical,and
contra-directional four-port (Fig. 2-3) with S11 S33=S13=0,
the definition of a unitary condition, Eu] [S*]IES] [0], leads
to
12
2
+IS1412 1
IS2312+S342=1
ll2
12+1S22I2+1S2312+ =1
+1S2412+1S3412+ =1
Add the last two equations and substitute the othertwo equations
to obtain
S222+2152412S442=0
Since these quantities are all non-negative, the followingresults
must be given by
lS22l2=1s2412=S44J2=0 (3-3)
and the resultant scattering matrix must have the followingform:
o
12
0 S14
S12 0 S23 0
[S]=
0 S23 0 S24
S14 0 S34 0
Hence, any lossless coupler, two of whose portsare matched and iso-
lated, must be matched and isolated at the othertwo ports.For a
general four-port coupler, S11=S44 and S22=S33.37
Evaluation of Z1 and L2:
One method to determine the terminations Z1 and Z2 required
for optimum performance is to use the impedance renornializationpro-
cedure as given by equations (2-19) and (2-20)1n an iterative manner.
To illustrate this, let us consider a general, non-symmetrical,contra-
directional coupler such as coupled microstrip lines (Fig. 2-3(b)).
The coupled system can be characterized in terms of its characteristic
parameters for the two normal modes c and n of the system [21], which
are derived from the self- and mutual-equivalent series inductances
and shunt-capacitances per unit length of the lines.These parameters
are the two phase constants and the characteristic impedance
of the two lines for the two modes (Z1,Z2cZ1, Z2), and the
elements of the voltage eigenvector matrixRand R.representing
the ratio of voltages on the two lines for the two normal modes of
the system.The scattering parameters of the four-port, when termi-
nated in non-mode converting impedances as given by Cristal 'shomo-
geneous medium values [7], i.e., Z10 =JZ1Z1and Z20 Jz2Z2.
= Z1ORCR.Tr, can be evaluated from the results obtained by Gunton
and Pagie [100].This non-mode converting set of terminations is
a suitable starting point since it results in an ideal coupler if
the two normal mode phase velocities are equal [7,100].
However, for the general case of the coupled system with
this set of terminations gives good isolation buta mismatch of all
the ports, depending upon the difference between the normal mode
velocities.In order to match the structure and keep the isolation38
maximum, new terminations, Z1 and Z2, can be found by utilizing equa-
tions (2-19) and (2-20) in an iterative manner at a given frequency,
e.g., the center frequency of the coupler represented by
+ )/2 = .That is, S1 is minimized by keeping Z2 fixed
and evaluating Z1 for minimum S1. Then Z1 is fixed to this new
value and a new Z2 is found such that the new, renormalized
S' (S'3= S'22) is a minimum, which results in minimizing S'13.Then
the process is repeated until either the solutions for Z1 and Z2
converges to a final value or the reflection coefficient and isolation
or directivity meet a required specification. Again, it should be
noted that perfect matching and isolation at the center frequency can
be obtained only by choosing complex solutions for Z1 and Z2.
Example:The quasi-TEM parameters of a two-line non-symmetrical
coupled microstrip structure can be computed by using a number of
techniques, including the Green's function integral equation method
[105].A nominal 6 dB non-symmetrical coupler was designed with
Er = 10 by computing the normal mode parameters as a function of
the microstrip widths and the spacing between the strips.The normal
mode parameters for the physical dimensions, w1Jh0.4, w2/h = 0.11,
and s/h = 0.08, are found to be;
Mode c:Ceff = 6.4468, Rc = 993Zc1 = 92.45 Q, Z2 = 190.86 c2
Mode Eeff = 5.5152, R. =-2.0778, Z126.94Q ,Z2= 55.61 c2
The scattering parameters, representing matching and isolation of the
coupler when terminated in characteristic non-mode converting values
satisfying Cristal 'S homogeneous conditions [7] Z10 J Zili = 49.9239
andZ20 =JZz,12= 103.22 at thecenter frequency represented by
o =( +)L/2=r/2, are foundto be:
ISiiI
I I13I Ii4I
]
IS21 I 1s221
J
1s231
[
1s241
0.19550.51190.04020.83550.51190.1967 0.83520.0402
To determine the optimum terminations, the following formulations for
S]= 0 and S4 = 0 can be derived by equations (2-19) and (2-20).
where
where
(1)For S'11= 0
z1 -zrk/2-1
ioJ k/2 +1 (3-4a)
k
142-S112-1
S11
(2)For S'22= 0
Z2 = Z20 I k/2 -1 (3-4b)
I k/2 +1
k
- -1
22
Equation (3-4a) when terminated in Z10 = 49.9and
Z20 = 103.2 ,then, gives
Z1 = 62.9 c40
Thenewscattering parameters with = 69.9and Z2= 103.2 2
are givenby
1s111
J
1S121 1S131 15141 1s211 S231
[
1S241
0.02560.51520.06590.8541 0.51520.16630.83820.0659
Next, equation (3-4(b)), when terminated in = 62.92 and
Z20 = 103.2 , gives
Z2 = 85.17 c.
The new scattering parameters, with Z1 = 62.92 and Z2 = 85.17 2,
are found to be;
lflI I12I }Il3I I14I }
1S211j 1s221]I23l 1S241
0.02780.52200.04290.85140.52200.02630.85150.0427
The coupling, reflection coefficient and directivityare also
plotted as a function of normalized frequency in Fig. 3-1 for both
cases and, as seen, the coupler matching is considerably improved with
minimum change in directivity.
The procedure described here can be used to evaluate the optimum
terminations for a non-symmetrical interdigitated three-line four-
port coupler. A method to determine the optimum terminations is
presented in Chapter IV.41
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Figure 3-1. Coupling 1S121, reflection coefficient1S111 and
directivity D vs normalized frequency 0 with
r=
10.
------ Characteristic terminations, Z10= 49.9 ohms and
Z20103.2 ohms
Optimized terminations, Z1= 62.9 ohms and
Z2= 85.17 ohms42
3.4CONCLUDING REMARKS
The sensitivities of scattering parameters fora general uniform-
ly coupled four-port structure to changes in terminationsare pre-
sented in terms of the known scattering parameters with the given
terminations.These are derived from the expressions for the scatter-
ing parameters with arbitrary terminations described in Section 2.3
of Chapter II.
The procedure to determine the terminations required for opti-
mum coupler performance by using the expressions for the scattering
parameters of the general, uniformly coupled non-symmetrical lines
with arbitrary terminations has been presented.The formulation is
quite general and can be applied to various coupled guidedwave systems,
including systems with more than two coupled lines.43
CHAPTER IV.Design of Three-Line Couplers
4.1INTRODUCTION
Multiple coupled line structures, including the three-line
structures, have been studied for various applications as directional
couplers and other circuit elements [83-96, 106-110].The
interdigitated directional coupler has been the most effectivemeans
for achieving tight coupling in microstrip circuits.The main ad-
vantages are its small size and the relatively large gaps between
conductors as compared to a conventional two-line couplercase.The
interdigitated 3 dB four-line microstrip coupler was introduced by
Lange [92], who did not provide any design information in terms of
the coupled line parameters of a line pairor the parameters derived
from a rigorous electromagnetic field analysis of the four-line
structure.Later, the unfolded form of a 3 dB Lange coupler was
reported by Wangh and LaCombe [93].The general design equations
for such couplers with an arbitrary even number of coupled lines have
been derived by Ou [87].The equations are written in terms of even-
and odd-mode admittances of only two adjacent coupled lines, which
are assumed to be identical to any other pair of lines in the
structure.
Various design procedures for the Lange coupler have been des-
cribed by Paolino [91]Rizzoli et al. [1o8]and others44
[89,90,107,111,112].Paolino's. procdure is based on theeven-
and odd-mode excitations, and requires a numerical solution for the
self-and mutual-capacitance per unit length ofa system of n equal
conductors.Rizzoli's procedure is based on the assumption that
capacitances between nonadjacent lines can be neglected for the
coupler analysis.He has developed design charts to find the geo-
metry of the structure for a prescribed coupling and bounds
on directivity and VSWR.The directional coupler with a spiral-
shaped construction has also been presented by Shibata et al.[106].
This coupler is formed by coiling two edge-coupled lines, which leads
to the multiple lines structure with the assumption that capacitances
between nonadjacent lines can be neglected.
In this chapter, analysis and design procedures for the symmetri-
cal and non-symmetrical interdigitated four-port structuresconsisting
of symmetrical three lines shown in Fig. 4-1 is presented.The
configuration is simple and a lesser number of bond wiresare re-
quired as compared to the four-line couplers.The 3 dB interdigi-
tated three-line coupler on alumina substrate (Er= 10) was fabri-
cated by Tulaja et al [94].This work was mostly experimental and
did not provide the design procedure for the three-linecase.The
properties of the three-line structures have been studied by
Yamamoto et al.[113] for TEM case and by Pavlidis et al.[114], and
Tripathi [95]for the general inhomogeneous structure.The general
solutions for normal mode propagation constants, eigenvectors, and
impedances, etc., are expressed in matrix form for the generalcase45
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Figure 4-1. (a) Cross sectional view of the symmetricalthree-line
microstrip structure. (b) Schematic of the coupledline
six-port.46
of the multiconductor system by Marx [15].However, the explicit
expressions [ 95] for six-port circuit parameters for the symetrical
three-line case, in terms of the self- and mutual-line impedances and
admittances per unit length, are desirable and convenient to study
and formulate design procedures for couplers and other circuit ele-
ments.
In this chapter, the exact analysis procedures for both the
symmetrical and non-symetrical interdigitated four-pQrt coupled
structures consisting of symmetrical three-lines in an inhomogeneous
mediumshown in Fig. 4-2(b)are presented.The table and charts
for designing both cases have been provided.
The procedure to determine the terminations required for optimum
coupler performance of the non-symmetrical coupler are also presented
in terms of the scattering parameters with characteristic terminations
by using impedance renormalization procedures.
4.2ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
(A)Analysis:The expressions for scattering parameters pre-
scribed in Chapter II are used to analyze the performanceof
symmetrical and non-symmetrical interdigitated three-line four-port
couplers in this section.Since the closed form expressions for the
scattering parameters of the non-symetrical interdigitated three-
line four-port coupler with arbitrary terminations are very compli-
cated, it is convenient to derive these parameters in terms of the
elements of the equivalent admittance matrix.For this4-,.
Z2 5AP
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-
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four_P0tnon-symmetrical case, these are numerically computed by utilizing the
general expressions given in section 2.3, and are given by
where
[S] = {[u] - [Y]} {Eu] + (2-12)
[Y] =
0 0 0
''ii"12''l3"14 l
0 0 0
0 0 0
"12"22"23 '13
0 0 0
0 0 0 V13V23V22V12 0 0 0
0 0 0
"14"13"12"ii
0 0 0
The admittance matrix of an interdigitated three-linefour-port, shown
in Fig. 4-2(b), can be found from the following boundaryconditions:
'a 1
+ I3 1c = 14 + I5Va = V1 = V3
I= I3
and 14 = 1649
The equivalent admittance matrix for four-port is, then, given by
vii
''i2 Y13 Y14
''i2 V22 V22 V13
[Y]
"13 V23 V22 V12
"14 V13 V12 V11
2(y1l + Y13) 2y12 2y15 2(y14 + y16)
2y12 y22 y25
2y15 y25 y22
2(y14 +
-"l6 2l5 2l2 2Yll + y13)
where is a component of the coupled line six-port admittance
matrix [95].50
The explicit expressions for scattering parameters given by
equation (C-3) in Appendix C are very convenient in the analysis of
the coupler performance of a general symmetrical and non-symmetrical
two-line or interdigitated three-line four-port couplers.
For both cases of three-line four-port, the scattering parameters
can be expressed by equation(C-3).,in which Z10/Z2has been taken as
_2/RvbRvc where Rc=Rvb and R=R. The examination of scattering
parameters reveals that, while for the symmetrical interdigitated
three-line four-port when terminated in Z1Z10/2 =/ZblZcil2 and
Z20=IZb2Zc2=z1 [96] the coupler is matched and the isolation is
maximum at the center frequency given by(a+b c)i3,for
the non-symmetrical case with terminations given by Cristal 'shomo-
geneous medium values [7], i.e., Z1 Z10/2=,fiZiJ2 and
Z20 =/ZIDZ, the isolation is maximum at the center frequency but
the coupler is not matched.In order to match the structure and keep
the isolation maximum, the terminations Z1 and Z2 requiredfor opti-
mum performance of the coupler can be found by utilizing the impedance
normalization procedure described in Section 3.3.
(B)Design:The normalized physical dimensions, w1/h, w2/h and
s/h of a symetrical three-line microstripstructure in an inhomogen-
eous medium are shown in Fig. 4-1(a).These dimensions, such that
both symmetrical and non-symmetrical interdigitatedfour-port couplers
shown in Fig. 4-2(b) have the desired coupling, i.e.,3 dB, 6 dB and51
10 dB, were found by trialand error methodsas follows:The quasi-
TEM mode parameters forgiven relative dielectricconstants, 10
and 2.55 representing aluminaand polystyrene, andarbitrarily
chosen physical dimensionsof the structurewas first determined using
the technique given by Lee[67].These parameterswere then substituted
into the equivalent admittanceparameters for both the structures.The
general expressions for scattering parameters,given by equations
(2-12) in which terminations of Z1= Z2 = 50 c have been used, are
derived in terms of the previous admittanceparameters.These ex-
pressions were then used to find the coupling.The above procedure
has been repeated untilone can find the desired coupling.The re-
sults obtained are given in Table 4-1.
The length of the coupler is determined bythe center frequency.
The correct values of the coupling,reflection coefficient, direc-
tivity, isolation and bandwidth fora symmetrical interdigitated four-
port when terminated in non-mode convertingimpedances as given by
Cristal's homogeneous medium values [7],i.e.,/ZblZcl/2=/Zb2ZC2
= 50 c, can be evaluated by utilizing the explicit expressions for
scattering parameters given by equation(C-3).This is also plotted as
a function of normalized frequency given by 0wf0c0(Iç+../ç +'i')
2./3 in Figure 4-3, 4, 5, 6and 7.
The non-mode converting terminationsgiven by Z10/ZblZcl/2
and Z20 =.[Zb2 Z2 are plottedas a function of the relative width of
the middle strip (w2/h) for 3 dB,6 dB and 10 dB coupung, with the
relative width of the outer strips (wiJh) andthe relative spacingU
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Figure 4-3(a). Coupling 1S121vs normalized frequency efor nominal
3-dB coupling withEr= 1O(where w1/h = w2/4h = 2s/h =
0.078), when terminated in Z1= Z2= 50 ohms.-35
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Figure 4-3(b). Reflection coefficient IS11isolationS13land
directivity D vs normalized frequency0 for nominal
3-dB coupling with 10 (where w1/h = w2/4h2s/h =
0.078), when terminated in Z1Z2= 50 ohms.z
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Figure 4-4(a). Coupling1S12j vs normalized frequency e for nominal
6-dB coupling with c= 10(where w1/h = 0.125, w2/h =
2s/h = 0.374), when terminatedin Z1 50 ohms.-35
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Figure 4-4(b). Reflection coefficient 1s111, isolation IS13and
directivity D vs normalized frequency 0 for nominal
6-dB coupling with er= 10 (where w1/h = 0.125, w2/h =
2s/h = 0.374), when terminated in Z1= Z2= 50 ohms.-30
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Figure 4-5. CouplingS121, reflection coefficientS111, isolation
and directivity D vs normalized frequency 0 for
nominal 1O-dB coupling with Er=1O (where w1/h= w2/2h =
s/3h = 0.156), when terminated in Z1= Z2= 50 ohms.C,
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Figure 4-6(a). Couplings12vs normalized frequency 0 for nominal
6-dB coupling with 2.55 (where w1/h=0.663, w2/h =
1.755, s/h = 0.117), when terminated in Z1= Z2= 50 ohms-35
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Figure 4-6(b). Reflectioncoefficient 1S111, isolationS13I and
directivityvs normalized frequency e for nominal
6-dB coupling withCr= 2.55 (where w1/h = 0.663, w2/h
= 1.755, s/h = 0.117), when terminated inZ1= Z2=
50 ohms.-25
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Figure 4-7. Coupling 1S111,reflection
and directivity D vs
for nominal 1O-dB coupling
w2/h = 1.716, s/h = 0.429)
50 ohms.
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coefficient 1S111, isolation
normalized frequency 0
Cr= 2.55 (where w1/h = 0.858,
when terminated in Z1= Z2=
59Table 4-1.Design Parameters of Sysuetrical and Nonsyuimetrical Interdigitated Couplers
Consisting of Sysetrical Three Lines
(1)3 dB Case with = 10.
Dimensions
(where w1=w3, h
Is thickness of
subs.)
Effective
Dielectric
ons an 5 c tt
Effective
Velocity
(a io8 ./sec)
Voltage
Ratio
where
va
Mode-line Characteristic Impedance
(where 1al - 2a3' 1a2
0.,Z.-
21 - 23)
C C
(Ohms
2b3'
Absolute Scattering Parameters
at Center Frequency (dB)
with 2- 22 - 500
s/hw2/h £a £b Va Vb 'c Rvb 1a1 7b2 2c1 1c2
S11 S12S13 S14 c ii
.078.039.0785.51026.29995.50011.27711.19441.27831.0031-2.190663.107213.737234.83631.96335.118-31.47-3.16-2.96-19.86
.1175.51146.32445.50021.27701.19211.27831.0037-1.852363.778219.387203.93633.71131.337-31.0-3.03-3.05-21.72
.1565.51316.35955.50021.27681.18881.27831.0046-1.528064.558226.204173.61635.91627.566-30.63-2.95-3.11-24.34
.1955.51436.38215.50031.27671.18671.27831.0052-1.376964.965230.025159.18737.17925.730-29.29-3.09-2.95-28.34
.2345.51606.41505.50031.27651.18371.27831.0062-1.205865.456235.006142.56638.84223.563-30.17-2.95-3.1-28.25
.2735.51716.43635.50041.27631.18171.27831.0069-1.116565.722237.944133.75339.82722.388-29.98-2.97-3.08-29.32
.3125.51876.46755.50051.27621.17881.27831.0080-1.007766.051241.910122.85541.15720.902-29.82-3.0-3.03-29.86
.3515.51986.48785.50061.27601.17701.27831.0087-.947566.234244.316116.74941.96320.052-29.55-3.04-3.0-29.5
.3905.52146.51775.50071.27591.17431.27821.0098-.870966.466247.638108.88643.06918.938-29.29-3.09-2.95-28.34
.4295.52246.53725.50081.27571.17251.27821.0105-.827066.598249.691104.33043.74918.280-29.14-3.13-2.92-27.43
.4685.52396.56595.50101.27561.17001.27821.0117-.769566.767252.570 98.30744.69447.396-28.9-3.2-2.86-26.13
.5075.52496.58475.50121.27541.16831.27821.0125 -.735766.864254.374 94.73745.28116.864-28.75-3.24-2.83-25.34
.5465.52646.61255.50141.27531.16581.27821.0136-.690666.991256.931 89.93046.10416.137-28.54-3.31-2.77-24.25Table 4-1 (Cont.)
(2)6 dB casewith c 10
1/hs/hw2/h
a b c Va b c 8vb 1a1 7b1 7b2 Z1
1c2
S11 S12S13Sj4
.125.181.1255.57726.64875.50371.26951.16271.27791.0289-1.577179.916161.762131.24651.76542.000-28.75-6.17-1.25-21.57
.1565.57936.66995.50421.26921.16081.27781.0305-1.447080.003164.130122.36252.52339.157-28.38-6.04-1.28-22.35
.1875.58156.68995.50481.26901.15911.27781.0320-1.343080.009166.180115.16453.24136.89-28.13-5.97-1.3-22.99
.2185.58366.70925.50531.26871.15741.27771.0335-1.257080.196167.996109.12553.92435.028-27.96-5.92-1.32-23.49
.2505.58576.72795.50591.26851.15581.27761.0351-1.183980.292169.634103.93554.57533.438-27.81-5.9-1.33-23.86
.3125.58976.76385.50721.26801.15271.27751.0382-1.065080.471172.51095.36355.78930.840-27.58-5.89-1.33-24.19
.3745.59366.79835.50851.26761.14981.21731.0412-.971280.629174.99488.47856.90128.169-27.43-5.92-1.32-24.12
.4065.59556.81505.50921.26741.14841.27731.0428-.931080.701176.12585.49657.42327.875-27.35-5.94-1.31-23.97
.4375.59736.83155.50991.26721.14701.27721.0443-.894580.767177.19582.75957.92527.054-27.29-5.97-1.3-23.78
.4685.59916.84775.51071.26701.14571.27711.0458-.861080.829178.21180.23558.40826.297-27.23-6.00-1.29-23.56
.5465.60256.87945.51221.26661.14301.27691.0488-.801780.941180.10775.71859.32024.939-27.13-6.07-1.27-23.04
.6245.60736.92545.51471.26601.13921.27661.0532-.727581.080182.67769.98860.57123.206-26.97-6.2-1.24-22.23
(3)10 dB case with 10
s/hw2/h c tb c
1
Va b 'c Ryb vc 2a1 I,1 7b2 1 Z2 S11 S12 S13
14
.156.468.1255.73186.83635.5339)1.25221.14661.27441.0888-1.315987.704129.05292.44867.81548.58Ô-25.29-10.43-.46-21.91
.1565.73056.82285.53331.25241.14771.27451.0888-1.329088.694129.67593.81668.73249.726-26.74-10.57-.44-21.82
.2505.73426.91135.54231.25201.14041.27341.0982-1.039388.540134.91376.99370.20540.065-26.36-10.12-.49-22.01
.3125.73646.94745.54641.25171.13741.27301.1025-.950988.522136.81771.71470.86337.143-26.30-10.06-.49-21.91
.3745.73886.98065.55031.25151.13471.27251.1067-.880288.520138.45767.43671.47834.814-26.27-10.04-.5-21.73
.4685.74117.01165.55421.25121.13221.27211.1107-.821788.527139.90663.84672.05532.882-26.25-10.06-.5-21.52
.6245.74767.09625.56551.25051.12541.27081.1221-.691388.572143.48155.64973.59128.542-26.25-10.22-.48-20.88
.7805.75161.14765.57261.25011.12141.27001.1294-.627688.60?145.4351.53874.47926.394-26.27-10.38-.47-20.48
.9365.75697.21925.58291.24951.11581.26881.1397-.552988.659147.93146.60875.64723.834-26.27-10.65-.45-19.97
1.0925.76017.26415.58941.24911.11231.26811.1462-.512888.690149.39143.90376.33322.433-26.25-10.85-.44-19.69
I.Table 4 (Cont.)
(4)6 dB case withCr2.55
w1/hs/hw2/h
Ca Cb EC'a b c 8yb .Z Z Zb2 Z;1 Z2 S1 S13 S14 .663.117.7801.82762.10841.78222.21762.06462.24571.0581-1.747680.148165.022152.56846.77043.240-25.66-5.59-1.47-21.00 .9751.83012.11731.78402.21612.06032.24451.0645-1.515580.462166.944134.66549.24039.719-25.63-5.61-1.45-22.25 1.1701.83332.12991.78692.21422.05422.24271.0737-1.262580.795169.573114.92552.39735.511-25.63-5.71-1.40-23.90 1.3651.83502.13791.78882.21312.05042.24151.0794-1.135180.956171.193104.87854.20533.207-25.65-5.79-1.36-24.72 1.5601.83722.14921.79172.21182.04502.23971.0877-.984781.140173.46592.89456.56130.290-25.65-5.94-1.31-25.3 1.7551.83852.15641.79362.21102.04162.23851.0928-.904281.236174.88986.40457.93528.623-25.65-6.05-1.27-25.26 1.9501.84002.16661.79632.21012.03672.23691.1002-.804681.353176.90678.29959.75426.447-25.63-6.23-1.22-24.72
(5)10 dB case withCr2.55
wtlhs/hw2/h C Cb e a b c Rvb Iivc Z1
2b1 7b2 Z1 2c2ii 12 S13Sj4 .858.429.4291.87922.12601.79462.18702.05612.23791.0966-2.247286.946125.363154.47059.68973.548-24.90 -10.6 -.46-20.34 .8581.88532.15271.80712.18342.04332.23021.1233-1.408587.337130.823103.48865.29551.652-24.24-9.93-.51-22.63 1.2871.88832.16751.81442.18172.03632.22571.1390-1.143187.546133.19686.70868.00144.267-24.19-9.95-.50-23.54 1.7161.89172.18731.82392.17972.02712.21991.1604-.893087.777135.99670.45871.10036.836-24.19-10.20-.47-23.84 2.1451.89342.19911.82942.17872.02162.21651.1734-.778887.892137.56362.85572.71733226-24.18-10.44-.45-23.53 25741.89542.21541.83362.17762.01422.21221.1913-.652488.024139.62354.25774.67429.018-24.12-10.85-.42-22.90 3.0031.89642.22531.84072.17702.00972.20971.2022-.588188.094140.85149.78975.74226.774-24.05-11.14-.39-22.45 3.4321.89772.23911.84622.17622.00352.20641.2173-.511588.177142.52444.37477.08223.999-23.93-11.60-.36-21.8863
between strips (s/h) fixed in Fig. 4-8 and 9, since this non-mode
converting set of terminations is a convenient and perhaps---starting
point in the design of the coupler.This results in an ideal coupler
if the normal mode phase velocities are equal [7,100].
From these design curves or Table 4-1, one can determine the
physical dimensions, W1/h, w2Jh and s/h of a symmetrical interdigi-
tated four-port coupler such that Z1 = Z2 = 50 Q for a desiredcoup-
ling, e.g., forCr = 10w1Jh. = .078, w2]h= .312 and s/h = .039 for
a 3 dB coupler.Similarly, the dimension of a non-symmetrical
interdigitated four-port coupler can be determined for a given Z1
and such that Z1JZbl Z1J2 and Z2 =JZb2 Z2 for a desired
coupling.The scattering parameters of the non-syrmietrical coupler
can be found by utilizing equation(C-3). However, as stated in the
analysis of this section, the examination of scattering parameters
for the non-symetrical case reveals that the isolationis maximum
at the center frequency, but the coupler is not matched.Hence, the
new terminations and Z2 required for the optimum performance are
determined by using the impedance renormalization procedureas given
by equation (2-19) and (2-20) in an interativemanner as described in
Section 3.3The method to determine the optimum terminations is
illustrated in the following example of a non-symmetrical three-line
coupler.
Example:For the symmetrical three line coupled structure with the
relative dielectric constant C= 10 and the geometry given byw1Jh = w3/h .078, w2/h = .117 and/h = .039, the quasi-TEM normal
mode parameters are shown in Table 4-1.
These parameters are substituted into the explicit expressions
for scattering parameters given by equation (C-3), in which Z10JZ20
has been taken as where R= Rvb and R= The scattering
parameters for a 3 dB non-symmetrical interdigitated three-line four-
port coupler when terminated in Z1 = Z1012 =v/Zb1Zc1J2 = 43 c and
Z2 = Z20 =JZb2Zc2 = 79.94 2 shown in Fig. 4-2(b), are found to
be:
1_IS11I I12I 1S131 IS14! Is22! Is23!
1
.2190 .6994 .0245 .6797 .1473 .6872
The same parameters when terminated in real impedances Z1 = 54 c2 and
Z2 = 65.7c? ,found after three iterations by using the procedure
described in Section 3.3, are:
I5l IS12 I53 ( 1S141 I22!
.0272 .7165 .0277 .6965 .0324 .6963
It can be seen that the coupler matching is considerably improved with
minimal change in the others.
The coupling, reflection coefficient and directivity are also
plotted as a function of normalized frequency in Fig. 4-10 for both
cases.11
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Figure 4-8. Design curves for alumina(6r=10) interdigitated
three-line couplers(where, w1/h = 0.078 and s/h= 0.039
for 3-dB, w1/h = 0.125 and s/h = 0.187 for 6-dB, w1/h=
0.156 and s/h = 0.468 for 10-dB).
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Figure 4-9. Design curves for polystyrene(Er2.55) interdigitated
three-line couplers (where, w1/h = 0.663 and s/h= 0.117
for 6-dB, w2/h_= 0.858 and s/h = 0.429 for 10-dB).
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Figure 4-10(a). Couplings12vs normalized frequency 0 for the
non-symmetrical interdigitated three-line structure
with Cr= 10.
Characteristic terminations, Z10= 43 ohms and
Z20= 79.94 ohms.
Optimized terminations, 54 ohms and
Z2= 65.7 ohms.I-'
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Figure 4-10(b). Reflection coefficient and directivity D vs
normalized frequency Ofor the non-synetrical
interdigitated three-line structure with 10.
Charateristic terminations, Z= 43 ohms and
Z20= 79.94 ohms.
Optimized terminations, Z1= 54 ohms and
Z2= 65.7 ohms.[i
The curves for the center band fi product shown in Fig. 4-11
and Fig. 4-12 are useful and convenient to determine the length for
the specific frequency, where f is frequency and 1is the length of
coupled lines.These curves are plotted as a function of the relative
width of the middle strip for different values of coupling when ter-
minated in 50 .The design procedure is illustrated with an
example.
Example:The dimension for the 3 dB symmetrical interdigitated three-
line coupling structure withCr = 10 are taken fromTulaja's[94];
h = .51 mm, w1 = 40 kim, w2 = 220 kim,s = 20 .tm, and
1 = 4.49 mm
Normalizing w1, w2 and s with respect to h, w1/h = .078, w2/h = .43,
and s/h = .039.The normal mode parameters for this geometry are
found by using Table 4-1:for mode a;
Ceff = 5.5224, Rva = 0Zai = Za3 = 66.598 2,Za2 = 0
for mode b;
Ceff = 6.5392, Rvb 1.0098, ZblZb3 = 249.691 2,
Zb2 = 104.330 c2
for mode c;
Ceff = 5.5008, Rvc = -.8270, Zci = Z3
Z2 = 18.28
Substituting the above characteristic mode impedances into
Z10 =JZblZcl/2andZ20 =/Zb2Zc2 gives:
Z = 52.26 c2andZ= 43.67 2 10 2of 1/106
(mis)
cj[.]
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Figure 4-11. Center-band fi product for alumina (cr= 10)
interdigitated three-line couplers(Dimensions; w1/h =
0.078 and s/h = 0.039 for 3-dB, w1/h = 0.125 and s/h =
0.187 for 6-dB, w1/h = 0.156 and s/h = 0.468 for 10-dB)
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Figure 4-12. Center-band fl product for polystyrene(cr= 2.55)
interdigitated three-line couplers(Dimension; w1h=
0.663 and s/h = 0.117 for 6-dB, w1/h= 0.858. and s/h =
0.429 for 10-dB).72
From Fig. 4-il, fi for w2Jh = .43 and 3 dB is found to be:
fi 31.05 xio6cn'sec
Hence, for 1 = 4.49 rim, f = 6.915 GHz.
The scattering parameters, given by the explicit expressions,
equation (C-3) at the center frequency, when terminated in
Z= 52.26 cand Z= 43.672are found to be: 10 2o
LI
1s121 1s131 I14
Iii s23I
.0785 .6965 .0348 .7124 .0774 .7125
The same parameters when terminated in Z1 = 47.52 and
Z2 = 43.67found after two iterations by using the procedure des-
cribed in the above example are:
Is11! Is1I Is13! Is14! is22i
.0338 .6973 .0415
J
.7148 .0574
J
.7133
When terminated in Z1 = Z2 = 50 S2 and using the generalexpres-
sions given by equation (2-12), these parameters are:
is11i
I
s12 i s13
I
Is14! is22! I s231
.0349
I
.6973 .0425
J
.7146 .0555
I
.7133
According to the design procedure presented here, the geometry
which was fabricated by Tulaja has the physical dimensions ofa73
non-symmetrical interdigitated four-port coupler such that
Z10 =fZjZiJ2= 48.52andZ20 =./Zb2Zc2 = 46.4 2for 3 dB coupling,
and 1= 4.49 mm is not the quarter wavelength at the frequency,
f = 6 GHz, but f = 6.915 GHz.The terminations Z1 and Z2 required
for optimum performance found by using the impedance renormalization
procedure described above are found to be:
Z1=47.5c2andZ2=43.67c2
From the design curves shown in Fig. 4-8, the physical dimen-
sions of a 3 dB symmetrical coupler satisfying Z1= Z 50 £2are
found to be:
w1/h = .078,w2Jh .312,sJh = .039
4.3CONCLUDING REMARKS
Analysis and design procedure for both the symmetrical andnon-
symmetrical interdigitated four-port directional couplersconsisting
of symmetrical three lines have been presented.Physical dimensions
of 3, 6 and 10 dB couplers with substrates havingtypical dielectric
constant values of 2.55 and 10 can be found by using the tables and
charts given in Section 4.2.The symmetrical coupler was analyzed
by using the explicit expressions for scatteringparameters of four-
port with characteristic non-mode converting terminations.It was
shown that non-symmetrical couplers with non-mode convertingtermina-
tions were not the optimumones because of the difference in phase
velocities of the normal modes of the system.A procedure to opti-
mize the four-port for maximum isolation and matching interms of the
terminating impedances was presented.74
CHAPTER V.Broadband Filters/DC Blocks
5.1INTRODUCTION
The work to date in the area of DC blocks has been confined only
to the coupled two-line microstrip structures.
Symmetrical and non-symmetrical two-port coupled microstrip line
structures consisting of a pair of lines in an inhomogeneous medium
[21] have various applications as filters and impedance matching net-
work.One of the two-port prototypes [83], the open circuited
interdigital filters, shown in Fig. 5-1(a) and (b), is a wideband
filter with DC isolated input and output ports.This filter has been
used for application as DC blocks [84-86] because of its improved
performance at higher frequency as compared to a lumped capacitor.
These DC blocks were introduced by La Combe and Cohen [84], who, for
their analysis, used an approximate equivalent circuit, basedon the
even- and odd-mode propagation in coupled microstrip.A more general
approach was presented by Rizzoli [85], who derived the conditions
for both flat and first order Chebyshev frequencyresponse and ob-
tained design formulas for DC blocks witha pair of lines.'The circuit
is physically realizable in microstrip form andcan be incorporated
in microwave integrated circuits.The bandwidth of DC blocks depends
on the coupling between the two lines and the structure becomes either
impractical or unrealizable by conventional MIC technology for larger
bandwidths.-20
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Figure 5-1. Transmission coefficient vs normalized frequency e
for two-line (a) symmetrical(where w1/hw2/h = 0.078)
and (b) non-symmetrical (where w1/h = w2/4h2s/h =
0.078) DCblockswithEr= 10.
Flat response for (a) with terminations. R =
69.1 ohms.
- - - - Flat response for (b) with terminations R1
40.76 ohms and R2=71.48 ohms.
Ripple response for (a) with terminations
R = 58.3 ohms given byIS11J = 1/6.
Ii.U I 276
Since, for a larger bandwidth, the lines have tobe very tightly
coupled, it is more convenient touse more than two lines.The
bandwidth for a given coupling, and hence the linewidths and spacing
can be increased significantly by utilizing more than two lines.
In this chapter the analysis and design proceduresfor open-
circuited interdigital multiple coupled microstrip-linestructures
for applications as wideband DC blocks and filtersare presented.
These are derived by utilizing the expressionsfor scattering para-
meters of two-port network.
5.2GENERAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROCEDURE
The scattering parameters of a non-symetricaltwo-port ter-
rninated in R1 on line 1 and R2 on line 2are given by:
(Z11-R1) (Z22 R2)-Z122
11 (Z1+R1)(z22 +R2)- (5-1)
2 Z121 R1R2
S12 S21
(Z11+R1) (Z22+R2)
(5-2)
(z11 +R1) (Z22-R2)-Z122
22
(Z11+R1) (Z22+R2)-Z122
where Z11, Z22, and Z12 are the elements of thetwo-port impedance
matrix.
For a symmetrical case terminated inR1=R2=R the above
equations are simplified as:77
-Z122- R
S11= S22 =
(Z11 + R)2-122
2RZ12
S12 = S21 =
(Z11 + R)2-Z122
(5-5)
where Z11, Z1andZ22are the elements of the two-port impedance
matrix.
S11 andS22are simply the reflection coefficients r1 and
at points 1 and2,respectively, as defined in the following:
R
r=1 0
1R +Z (5-6a)
1 ol
R2 - Z02
R2 + Z02 (5-6b)
where Z01 andZ02are the characteristic impedance of the coupled
lines at ports 1 and2,respectively.
The matching conditions for the non-synnetricalcase can be ob-
tamed by setting S11 =S22 = 0.These are given by:
R1 =Jz11iz22 (Z11Z22-Z122) (5-7a)
R2 = Z22JZ11 R1 (5-7b)
In the symmetrical case the above equations reduce to:
R = R1 = R2=Jz112- 112 (5-8)The equations (5-6) resultsin a flat frequencyresponse at the
center frequency given by e=for R1 = Z01 and R2= Z02 and the
first order Chebyshev (singleripple) frequencyresponse for
R. <Z .(1 = 1,2) is characterizedby: 1 01
SuIt =
:
L=
>° (5-9)
The above equation has been derived by letting Z012=Z112-Z122
and Z02 = Z01, and substituting into expressions for S11 and S12
given by equations (5-1) and (5-3) respectively.
The closed-form design equations forboth flat frequencyresponse
and single ripple response with thespecified maximum ripplecan be
derived.by utilizing the above equationswith the assumption of
TEM mode propagation (i.g., all normal modevelocities are equal
as follows:
For the case of the homogeneousmedium [6,7], the eigenvalues
are degenerated and iq and the voltage ratioscan be
chosen as R= -R= 1.In terms of the even- and odd-modeimpedances
of the n-line structure Z11,Z12 and Z22 for thenon-symmetrical two-
port coupled lines are given by:1 a Zii=_J(Ze+Za)COtO
1 a Zi2=_J(Ze_Z0a)CSCO
-(Zb+z b0te Z22--j2e 0/
where, 0 =3 £, is the normalized frequency andZe
a
z0
a
Ze
b,
z0
b
are the even- and odd-mode inpedances of line 1 and lines 2,
respectively.
Substituting these impedance parameters into given by equa-
tion (5-1),
kj (A-B) coto
k+ j2 R1R2j(AB) cot a
(5-10)
a a b where,Ze-Z0 =Ze-z0
b
S11
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1 a a k=(Ze-Z0)(Z bZb)(Z ab+z a b)
o e e o
cot20-R1R2
=1z a_a2 1 ab+z aZb)CO2ORR
e )--.(Z0 Ze e
A=R1 (Z
a
+
0
a)
B=R1 (Z
b
+z0
b)
For the symetrical casethe aboveequation leadsto:
Zez0
(Ze-Z0
)2
cot2 -R2
[_Zez0cot2
(Z-z0
+R2]jR (Ze+Z)cot a
0 4
(5-li)where, Z ZaZ b,z0abandR1=R2.
e. e e
The equation (5-10) results in a flat frequency response at the
center frequency given by 0=for
f a
(5-12a) R1= (Z
a-
0
a)
b b
and
Iz
b
+
b
R2=--(Z a_Za)je 0
2 e 0 '1Ze
a
+
a (5-12b)
The equation (5-10) also results in a simple ripple response for
R1R24(Ze
a-Z0
a)
(Ze
b-z0
b)
(Ze
a-
0
a)
with the
maximum ripple given by:
(ZaZoa)2(Ze b-z0
b)-4R1R2
at 0
¶(z aZoa)2(Ze b-z0
b)-4R1R2
e
2
(Zea_Zoa) -4R1R2
(Ze
a a)Z
4R1R2
(5-13)
For the symmetrical case equations (5-12) and (5-13) leadto
g
(Ze-Zo)
(5-14)
2
(Ze-z0
)2
-4R2
at 0= (2-z0
)2
+4R2
(5-15)
where R=R1=R2andR
(Ze-Z0)
2For specified R1, R2 and bandwidth, Z and Z (i=a,b) can
be determined from equation (5-10) for flat frequency response and
from equations (5-10)and (5-13) for a single ripple response with
the specified maximum ripple.Consider the DC block with flat fre-
quency response.For this case, the normalizedcut off frequency0c'
where S11=rc (for instance, typical value of rc=for maximum
SWR=1.4) is found from equation (5-10) to be:
-1+Ji+ -1)
O=tan'{ 2 }
or
) 1
=tan{xr
(1/r2
I} (5-16)
[2(1+Ji+x2 ( -1)j
where a characteristic parameterx,
2 (Ze
a _b+ __
a
Ze
b)
2
e
ab a
e
b)
b (Zea_Zoa)(ZebZob)oae
o e
2 (Zea
0
b _a b)
a 2 (5-17)
(Zea_ Zo)
For the symetrical case
4 ZeZo
(Ze _z0
)2
(5-18)The closed-form design equations for a symmetrical coupled line
two-port structure can be derived as follows by letting
1s111at_ir= rgiven by equation (5-15) and substituting into
equation (5-11).
where
[-(2+ qx) +2J1 qx
0c=tan
L 4 (1 q]
} (5-19)
1 +
s= ,,is the maximum SWR.
J.
it
1
q=5 (1.)(çz -1)
For rt=0, the above equation (5-19) leads to equation (5-16) for
the flat frequency response.The smaller the x is, the larger is
the fractional bandwidth[2 (1
C)]
The design equation for non-symmetrical DC blocks with a
Chebyshev frequency response can be formulated in a manner similar
to the one presented above for the symmetrical case.
The design procedure for DC blocks, as in the case of other
coupled inhomogeneous line structures, can be formulated by assuming
TEM mode of propagation (all normal mode velocities are equal) in
terms of the equivalent even- and odd-mode immittance of the n-line
structure.The design procedure for DC blocks is illustrated with an
example of both symmetrical and non-symmetrical two-line open cir-
cuited interdigital two-port structures shown in Fig. 5-1(a) and
5-1 (b).
Example:For a specified R = 70ç and a predicted fractional band-
width of 80 % taking 1S111= .33, one can determine Ze
andxfor a symmetrical coupled line two-port structure with a flat
frequency response from equations (5-14) and (5-16), so that
Ze 184 c2,Z0=44 c and x = 1.65.
The values of Zeand Z0can be translated into a physical
configuration by using published results on a pair of coupled lines
[59].These physical dimensions and effective dielectric constants
are:
2s - - .078,
re6.1420andcro= 5.5023.
In order to verify the above bandwidth, the transmission coef-
ficient for the same structure is derive.d in terms of the equivalent
impedance parameters, as follows.By the use of the boundary condi-
tion given by
12 13 = 0
the remaining two-ports are described by the following impedance
matrix:
z11 z14
LZ] =
Li4where the elements of [Z] are expressed by Tripathi [21].
For the symmetrical case, Z11 must be chosen such thatit is
equal to Z22.Substituting the above parameters into expressions for
S12 given by equation (5-2) gives the exactfrequency response shown
in Fig. 5-1(c).From this curve, the exact fractional bandwidth
taking 0.5 dB .33) is found to be 78.9%, while the predicted
one is 80 %.The predicted bandwidth is within 1.4 % of theexact
one.
For the same symmetrical structure witha single ripple response
having the maximum ripple given by S11
at & = = = .- (SWR = 1.4),
2
the required termination, R, is found by equation (5-15)to be
R = 58.3 c.The predicted fractional bandwidth takingTc .33 is the
symmetrical case above with a single rippleresponse is found by equa-
tion (5-19) to be 85.42%.In a manner similar to the case ofa flat
frequency response, the exact fractional bandwidth takingFc .33 is
found to be 83.33%.The predicted bandwidth is within 2.5% of the
exact value.
Examination of the results reveals that the bandwidth ofthe ripple
response is slightly improved, e.g., by about 5.3% from that of the
flat response.
Consider a non-symmetrical two-line structure withthe relative
dielectric constantCr = 10 and the geometry given by = =
0.78.
The normal mode parameters found by using the technique [67]are
found to be:Mode C;Eeff6.3395, Z1 = 226.60
,Z2 = 101.55
= 1.0033
Mode ir;Ceff =55069, Z1 = 52.02ç, Z2 =23.31 ,
= - .4466
Since (Zi - Z1.1) is greater enough not to compare with (Z2- Z2),
the design equation for the non-symmetrical two-line DC blocks given
by equation (5-10) can not be applied, where Z = - Z =Z-
for TEM mode is given by Tripathi [21].
However, the terminations, R1, R2, and a fractional bandwidth in
a non-symetrical two-line DC block with a flat frequency response
can be found as follows by using equations (5-2) and (5-7) derived in
terms of the equivalent impedance described above.The exact flat
frequency response obtained is shown in Fig. 5-1(c).In the non-
symmetrical case with the flat response, the fractional bandwidth
taking r= .33 is 53.3%.The fractional bandwidth in the symmetri-
cal case with the flat frequency response is about 32% wider than the
one in the non-symmetrical case.
5.3ANALYSIS AND DESIGN FOR THREE-LINE STRUCTURES
Both symmetrical and non-symmetrical two-port DC blocks and
filters shown in Fig. 5-2(a) and (b) can be realized with a symmetri-
cal three-line structure.In this case, ports 2, 4 and 6 are open
circuited and ports 1 and 3 are interconnected.The design procedure
for both cases is the same as the one presented in the previoussec-
tion for two-line DC blocks.As stated in the previous section, for the case of the symmetri-
cal three-line two-port DC block shown in Fig. 5-2(a) with specified
termination R and bandwidth, one can determine Zeand Z0from
equations (5-14) and (5-16) for a flat frequency response and from
equations (5-15) and (5-16) for a single rippleresponse having a
specified maximum ripple.
In the case of the non-symmetrical three-line two-port DC block
shown in Fig. 5-2(b), with specified terminations, R1, R2 and band-
width, one can determine Z ,Zand Z ,Z (where,i= a, b, and
Z ,Zand Z , are the even- and odd-mode impedances of line 1
and 2, respectively) from equations (5-12) and (5-16) for a flat fre-
quency response and from equations (5-12), (5-13) and (5-16) for a
single ripple frequency response having a specified maximum ripple.
However, since, in the interdigital three-line structure, mode a is
not excited (as described in the design of Section 4.2) in the sym-
metrical three-line interdigital two-port structure, Zeand Z0must
be replaced by Zb2 and Z2, respectively, and in the non-symmetrical
case, Z Zand Z , must be replaced by ZblZb2 and Zci
Zc2respectively.
Once the characteristic impedances of lines are determinedas
described above, these values must be translated into the physical
dimensions to design the specified DC blocks and filters. The
physical dimensions for design and normal mode parametersfor the
exact analysis can be found by trial and error method in a mannerEPA
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Figure 5-2. Transmission coefficient vs normalized frequency
for open-circuited interdigital three-line coupled
(a) symmetrical(where w1/h = w2/4h = 2s/h = 0.078) and
(b) non-symmetrical (where w/h = 2s/h = 0.078) DC blocks
withCr10.
Flat response for (a) with terminations R
50 ohms, and for (b) with terminations R1=
58.61 ohms and R2= 66.73 ohms.
--------- Ripple response for(a) with terminations R =
42.39 ohms given by IS
I = 1/6. 11 0 -717zsimilar to the approach described insection 4.2.Since the iniiiit-
tance parameters can be derived in terms of the normal mode parameters
one can design the specified circuit by analyzing the circuit exactly,
as follows.
Using the boundary conditions given by 12 = [416 = 0 and
V1 = V3 with'a =+ 13 = 21i, the two-port circuit is described
by the following impedance matrix:
[Z2 215
[Z]
[
15
+z13j
where the elements of [Z] are expressed by Tripathi {95]and for the
symetrical case Z22 must be chosen such that it is equal to
(Z11 + z13)/2.
These parameters are substituted into expressions for a flat
response or for a single ripple response to determine the termina-
tions.For example, for a flat frequency response, terminations can
be found from the matching conditions given by equations (5-7).
These parameters and the terminations are also substituted into
expressions for the transmission coefficient given by equation (5-2)
to find the flat frequency response or the single ripple response.
Through this response, the predicted bandwidth can be checked exactly.
A procedure to analyze and design three-line DC blocks is illus-
trated with an example.Example:Consider the symmetrical case with a flat frequency response.
Zb2 = 122.862 and Z2= 20.92 can be found by the procedure des-
cribed above, such that Zb2 and Z2 satisfy a specified termination
of 50l and a predicted fractional bandwidth of 100.02%.
The physical dimensions and normal mode parameters forZb2 and
Zc2 obtained above can be determined as follows by the trial and error
method presented in Section 4.2: w1Jh = 2sJh = w2J4h = .078 and the
normal mode parameters are given in Table 4-1.
Since it is very difficult to find the exact symmetrical struc-
ture for Z22 =(Z11 + Z13)/2,the matching terminations for the sym-
metrical two-port case above are calculated by equation (5-7) as
R1 = 50.972 and = 50.172.The exact flat frequency response is
shown in Fig. 5-2(c).Then, the exact fractional bandwidth obtained
is 100%.
The same symetrical structure, having a single ripple response
and terminating in R1 43.12 and R2 = 42.42 found by equation (5-9)
for the maximum ripple given by rc= --, has a predicted fractional
bandwidth of 105%.The exact bandwidth found through equation (5-2)
is 105.56%.The exact ripple frequency responce is shown in
Fig. 5-2(c).
A comparison between the two cases shows the bandwidth for the
single ripple response is improved by 5% more than that bandwidth
for the flat response.
In the non-symmetrical case with a flat frequency response, the
physical dimensions and normal mode parameters for Zbl = 213.7 QZ1=32ç,Zb2=203.9 and Z2=35.1 csatisfying specified
terminations, R1=58.6c, R=66.7 çand the predicted fractional
bandwidth of 103.34%, are:w1/h=w,'h=2s/h=.078 and the
normal mode parameters are given in Table 4-1.The exact flat fre-
quency response obtained as decribed above is shown in Fig. 5-2.
The exact fractional bandwidth is 100%.A comparison of two cases
reveals that the predicted one is 3% more than the exact one.
The design procedure for Chebyshev frequency response in the non-
symetrical case can be formulated in a manner similar to the one
presented above in the symmetrical case with Chebyshev frequency
response.
5.4ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF INTERDIGITATED MULTIPLE
COUPLED TWO-PORT WITH FOUR OR MORE LINES
For an n-line open circuited interdigital structure as shown in
Fig. 5-3, the scattering parameters can be found from the2n-port
impedance matrix with (2 n-2) boundary conditions.For example, for
n even, these conditions are 'A 13+ ...
18 'n+i+'n+3+ +12n-i'2
=14
In 'n+2
'2n
=0; VA=V1 V3...Vni and VB=Vn+i=Vn+3
=V2ni The expressions for the elements of the impedance matrix
for a 2n-port are known in a closed form for the symmetrical four-line
case given in Appendix A.For a larger number of lines it is more
convenient to compute the frequency response of the DC block ona
digital computer by utilizing the boundary conditions and the general
expressions for the immittance matrix of this n-line system.91
As is the case of other coupled inhomogeneous line structures,
the design procedure for DC blocks can be formulated by assuming the
TEM mode of propagation in terms of the equivalent even- and odd-mode
immittances of the n-line structure.For the n-line interdigital
structure, these are found in the same manner as for the case of
interdigitated couplers and are given below for even and odd number
of lines.
n-even
n-odd
"enVpcll-C12+(--1) (C22-2 C12)] (5-20a)
onv[C11+C12+- 1) (C22 +2 C12)] (5-20b)
1
z(A)=y(A)
en en
1
z(A)=y(A)
on on
1
y(B)
en en
1
z
(B)=
,,
(B)
on on
n-3 :v[2 (C11-C12) (---)(C22-C12)](5-21a)
p
2(C11 +C12)+ (j)(C22 +2 C12)]
(5-21b)
n-i Vp [()(C22-2 C12)] (5-21c)
[(!!jJ_)(C22 +2 C12)] (5-21d)
In the above equations,Vpis the phase velocity, C11 is the self
capacitance of lines 1 and n,C22 is the self capacitance of lines 2
through n-i, and C12 is the mutual capacitance between adjacent lines.
In addition, all the lines are assumed to have equal widths and thecoupling between nonadjacent lines is neglected.A structure with an
odd number of lines is inherently nonsynimetrical and in order to design
a symmetrical two-port, the widths of lines 2, 4,...,n-i must be
chosen differently from the width of lines 1, 3,..., n[with C22 in
equations (5-2i c )and (5-21 d)changed accordingly] such that
(A)
'on and = "en as described in the previous sec-
tion for three-line structure.
For a given n-line structure,x can be estimated by the following
equation derived in terms of even- and odd-mode impedances of a pair
of lines [59] by using equation (5-20) and the relationship between
C11 and C22 given by Ou [87].
(z -Z)2
2 2 (Ze + Z0) + (_1)(Z:
+ Z0) - (n-i)(Ze - Z0)
X
(n-1)2(Z- z
)2
e (5-22)
As an examp1e, consider the two-line structure of La Combe and
Cohen [84] with Ze = 130 c , = 24 c and a fractional bandwidth of
68.35% for = The fractional bandwidth is increased to 104.4%
for the four-line and 118% for the six-line structures.Examination
of typical cases indicates that increasing the number of lines beyond
four may not be very advantageous.Consider the symmetrical four-line
structure as an example.
In a symmetrical four-line DC blocks with ports, 2, 4,5 and 7
open-circuited as shown in Fig. 5-4 and having a flat frequency
response, for a specified termination of R = 67.62 and a predicted
fraction bandwidth of 117.47%, one can determineZe= 181.61Q,93
line
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Figure 5-3. Schematic of an open-circuited interdigital multiple
coupled line two-port.94
Z0= 43.44 and x = .6644 by using equation(5-14), (5-16) and (5-22).
Then the physical dimensions and normal mode parameters can be found
as follows in a manner similar to the three-line casedescribed in the
previous section.
The results obtained are: w/h = 2s/h = .078 and
Mode a;Ceff= 6.3354, Zai = 224.67ç2, Za2377.76ç, Rva = 1.00393
Mode b;eff
= 5.5142, Zbi =73.56 Zb2 = 127.99Q, Rvb = 3.4045
5 5001Z 34 612 Z 58 19 2 R= -1.67482 Mode c;eff 'ci 'c2 'vc
Mode d;Ceff =5.5000, Zdl = 21.52 c
,Zd2 = Rvd = -5.11101
In order to find the exact flatfrequency response, one must first
derive the equivalent impedancematrix from the boundary conditions
given by 12 = 14 = 15= 17 = 0.
Theimpedancematrix obtained is:
V1 Z11 Z13 Z16 Z18
V3 Z22 Z]J Z15 13
V6 Z16 Z27 Z22 Z13 16
V8 Z18 Z16 Z13 Z]J 18
where the elements of the impedancematrix are given in Appendix A.
Then, taking the inverse of theabove matrix and using the bound-
ary conditions given by
'a = i+ I3'b = 16 + 183 V= V1 = V3 and
Vb = V6 = V8, the final equivalent admittancematrix of the two-port
circuit is found to be:95
[ vii V12
[Y]=
[ "12
Yli
where
i'll 'l2 Y13 Y14 Z11 Z13 Z16 Z18
'2i Y22 Y23 y24 Z13 Z22Z17 Z16
y3i -'32 Y33 Y34 Z16Z27 Z22 Z13
-"41 '42 Y43 Y44 Z18 Z16 Z13 Z11
V11=y11+2 Y12+y22
= '"l3 + -"l4 +
Using the matching condition for an admittance expression given by
R-
1
Gr 2 2' y1 y12
the termination is found to be R = 67.6 c2.
The exact flat frequency response terminated in R = 67.6 c and
the simple ripple response terminated in R = 57.1 (found by using
equation (5-15) for a specified maximum ripple given by
I at = are shown in Fig. 5-4.
2
The exact fractional bandwidth of the flat case is 111.11%.The
exact fractional bandwidth of the simple ripple case is 117.78%, while
the predicted one is 121.02%.The exact flat frequency response for
transmission coefficients of two, three and four-line cases is shown
in Fig. 5-5 for their comparison.-15
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Figure 5-4. Transmission coefficient1S121 vs normalized frequency 0
for open-circuited interdigital four-line coupled for
(a) symmetrical and (b) non-symmetrical DC blocks( where
w/h = 2s/h = 0.078) with 10.
Flat response for (a) with terminations R =
67.62 ohms.
- - - - Flat responsefor (b) with terminations R1=
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Figure 5-5. Transmission coefficient vs normalized frequency 0
for multiple coupled microstrip lineDC block WthCr=lO
(where w/h = 2s/h = 0.078 and R= 69.1 ohms for n = 2;
2s/h = w2/4h = 0.078 and R= 50.6 ohms for
n = 3; w/h = 2s/h = 0.078 and R = 67.6 ohms for
n = 4).5.5EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A three-line DC block was fabricated at ChalmersUniversity of
Technology in Gothenburg, Swedenon R T Duroid substrate(r= 10.5)
with its thickness h = 1.25m[115]. The originaldesign geometry for
a symetrical block with 50 c2 terminationswas computed to be w1= w3=
.0875mm, w2= .37mm and s = .0488mm. However, becauseof the
overetching of the thin lines the final geometrymeasured was w1= w3=
.0375mm, w2= .375m and s = .0875m shown in Fig.5-6(a),which
results in a non-symmetrical block with input andoutput matching
impedances of 50 cand 44 Q respectively. The computed andmeasured
results for the transmission and reflection coefficientsare shown in
Fig.5-6(b) and(c), and asseen the experimental results are in good
agreement with the theoretically predictedones. The minor discrepancy
is primarily due to the junction discontinuities,conductor and
radiation losses.
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Figure 5-6(a) Measured geometrical layoutof an interdigitated three-
line DC block withEr= 10.5 (where, the substrate
thickness h = 1.25mm).a
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Figure 5-6 (b). Transmission coefficientsS12vs frequency for an
open-circuited interdigital three-line coupled
non-symmetrical DC block as that in Figure 5-6(a).
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Figure 5-6(c).Reflection coefficients vs frequency for the same
open-circuited interdigital three-line coupled
non-symetrical DC block as that in Figure 5-6 (a).101
5.6CONCLUDING REMARKS
Analysis and design procedures for both symetrical and non-
symmetrical open-circuited interdigital multiple coupled microstrip
line structures for applications as wideband DC blocks and filters
have been presented.The design equations, as is the case of other
microstrip structures, are based on a simplified TEM model.
The structures can be designed for a specified bandwidth for
the flat frequency or Butterworth response and for a specified band-
width and maximum ripple for a single rippled response characteris-
tics.The exact frequency responses for the transmission coefficient
computed by utilizing the quasi-TEM parameters of coupled microstrip
lines for the two, three and four-line cases have been presented
in terms of their respective equivalent imittance parameters.These
results are fairly close to the ones obtained by the approximate
TEM model.
Examination of typical cases indicates that increasing the
number of lines beyond four may not be remunerative.102
CHAPTER VI. Conclusions
The procedure for finding the immittance of a general n-line
coupled structure in an inhomogeneous medium has been presented
in terms of the normal mode parameters of the n-line coupled system.
The expressions are in a convenient form for both computational
purposes and deriving the explicit closed form expressions for the
elements of the2n-port imittance matrix.As an example, the
closed form expressions for the elements of the admittance matrix
of a symmetrical eight-port structure are given in Appendix A.
The scattering parameters of a general coupled line four-port
with arbitrary terminations are derived directly from the normal
mode parameters of the system by using the definition of the scatter-
ing parameters.It is shown that these can also be derived in terms
of the scattering parameters of the four-port with non-mode termina-
tions and the new arbitrary terminations.This formulation is
quite general and can be applied to various coupled guided wave
systems including coupled microstrip lines, slot lines, comb lines,
dielectric waveguides and various other uniformly coupled transmis-
sion systems.The results obtained have been used to present the
procedure to determine the optimum terminations for directional
couplers and derive the expressions for the sensitivity of four-
port couplers to changes in terminations.
Analysis and design procedures for both the symmetrical and
non-symmetrical interdigitated four-port directional couplers of103
symmetrical three lines have been presented.Physical dimensions
of 3,6 and 10 dB couplers with substrates having typicaldielectric
constant values of 2.55 and 10 can be found by using the tables
and charts given in Chapter IV.Analysis and design procedures
for both symetrical and non-symmetrical open-circuited interdigi-
tal multiple coupled microstrip line structures for applications
as wide-band DC blocks and filters have been presented.The design
equations, as is the case of other microstrip structures,are based
on a simplified TEM model.The structures can be designed for a
specified bandwidth for the flat frequency response and fora spe-
cialized bandwidth and maximum ripple for a single rippledresponse
characteristics.
Examination of typical cases indicates that increasing the
number of lines beyond four may not be renumerative.
Some suggestions for further work are included in the following
paragraphs. There is a need for obtaining the analytical solutions
leading to the conditions for infinite directivity and impedance
matching in a general non-symetrical directional couplers inan
inhomogeneous medium, though the same has been presented by Cristal
[7] in a homogeneous medium.Since the general expressions for
finding the network functions, e.g., the immittance and scattering
parameters of a general, uniformly coupled n-line structure inan
inhomogeneous medium are in a convenient form and have wider applica-
tions than those presented in this thesis.
The technique for analysis and design of multiple coupled inter-
digital two-port with three and four lines offers satisfactory results104
which are close to the exact results.Further investigation is needed
for improving the bandwidth and for additioned applications of such
structures as power dividers/combiners, comb-line band-pass filters
and other multiple coupled two-port filters.These can be carried
out by similar techniques tothe ones presented in this thesis.
It would be very useful from a practical standpoint to know
how well and over what frequency range, these models work, where
the assumption of a TEM mode of propagation is not strictly valid.
In particular dispersion effects are not known and could have a
significant effects on bandwidth and directivity of the couplers.105
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APPENDIX A
The Symmetrical Four-Line Eight-Port Structure
Let the voltage and current eigenvectormatrices for the syrrne-
trical four-line structure be presented by
1 1 1 1
Ra Rb R Rd
Ra _Rb R Al
1 -1 1 -1
Y
al
V
ba ci
V
dl
RI2 RbYb2 RY2 RdYd2
[M1]
RY2 RbYb2 RY2 RdYd2
(A-2)
1a1 'b1 'cl
where represents the mode admittance of line i(1,2,3,4)
for modeX (a,b,c,d).
Theinverse matrixof(A-l)isthen givenby:
_RJRi hR1 hR1 _RJRi
_Rd/R2 hR2 -hR2 Rd/R2
EM
]_l=
V (A-3)
R/R1 -hR1 -hR1 Ra/Ri
Rb/R2 -hR2 hR2 -Rb/R2117
where
R1 = 2 (RaR)
R2 = 2 (Rb Rd)
The orthogonal condition[MJ]T[My] = [U] leads to the follow-
ing relations;
V V Z
al ci a2
V V Z
a2 c2 al
b1 dl Zb2
= - RR (A-4a)
Zci ac
=Rb Rd (A-4b)
According to equation (2-8 ), the admittance matrix for thesym-
metrical eight-port structures are given by
[V]11 [V]12
[Y] = (A-5)
[V]12 [V]11
where
V11
[V]11 =
V13
V14
"12
V13 V14
"22 '23 "24
"32
V33 V34
V42 V43 V44118
r
bi di1
al ci coth
a
IR V R
b2RY2 RdYd2
Iaa2 b 0 Coth1b 0 0
R Y -R
b2
R V -RdYd2J
Ia a2 b c c2 I 0 0 Coth 0
L
al b1 ci -Ydlj
[
0 0 0 Coth Ydj
[_R/Ri hR1 hR1
Rd/R2hR2-hR2 .Rd/R2
R/R1-hR1-hR1 R/R1
LRb/R2-hR2 hR2 -Rb/R2j
V15 V16 V17
V25 V26 V27 V28
V35
"36 V38
'46 V48
i al r V
bi ''ci 'd1 1
0 0 0
1 RY2 RbYb2 R V R V 0 csch 0 0 cc2 dds
_RbVb2
I
R V -R V 0 0 csch 0 cc2 dd2
[
a1 b1 c1 d1j [
0 0 0 csch119
_RcIRa hR1 hR1
_Rd/R2hR2 -hR2 Rd/R2
R/R1-hR1 -hR2 Rd/R2
Rb/R2-hR2 hR2
Theexpressionsfor theadmittanceparameters are obtainedas
followsby manipulating thepartitionedmatrix above.
= = = =-(A B) (A-6a)
"41
=
'58
= =-(A-B) (A-6b)
=V21= =V43=V56= =V78=V89 C+D (A-6c)
V13=Y31=Y24=Y42=Y57=Y75=V68=V85=C-D (A-6d)
V15= V4=V84=E+F
Yl8 Y81=Y45 =E-F
V16=V61=V25=V52 V38=V83 V47=V74= -(G+ H) (A-6e)
V17=V71=V28=V82=V35=V53=V46 V64 =-(G-H) (A-6f)
"22
=
'33
=
"66
V77=I+3 (A-6g)
V23-Y32-V67-V75-I-J (A-6h)
"26= V37= =-(K+L) (A-6i)
"27
=V72=V36V63=-(K-L) (A-6j)
where
A= ki- c'a1
coth RV1 coth120
B = (RdYb1 coth RbYdl coth
'ai
coth coth
0 =
b1coth
d1coth
E =i_- CR V csch Ia2'RY1 csch
C al
F = (RdYb1 csch RbYdl csch
G = (V csch
a2' csch al
H =
'b1
csch
b2' d1csch Id2')
I = i-. (RY2 cdth Ia2'RY2 coth I2')
J = (RY2 coth RdYd2 coth 1d2)
K = i- CRY2 csc1'RV2 csc 2)
L = (RbYb2 csch RdYd2 csch
The validity and correctness of the above expressions has been
tested by evaluating these parameters for the example given insec-
tion 2.3 and comparing the results with the values computedfrom the
general matrix expressions given in section 2.2.APPENDIX B
Analysis of Symmetrical Three-Line Microstrip Circuits r95]
The voltages and currents for the case of uniformly coupled
lines are found by equations (2-3) and (2-4);
where
121
d2[V]
+ [Z] [y] [v] = 0 (2-3)
dx2
d2 '
L'J+ [v] [z] [I] = 0 (2-4)
dx
zil zl2 zl3
[Z] = z12 z22 z12
z13 z12 z11
yll y13
[Y] =
''l2 y22 y12
y13 ''l2
y11
The characteristic product matrices [z] [y] and [y] [z] are of the
form
A B C
[Z] [Y] = D E D (B-la)
C B Aand
where
[Y] [z] = {[z]
T
A = z11 y11 + z12y12 +z13y13
B = z11 y12 + z12 y22 + z13 y12
C = y13 + z12 y12 + y11
D = Z12
11
+ Z2212+ Z12 y13
E = z22 y22 + 2 z12 y12
122
(B-.lb)
Assuming the solutions of equation (2-3).the form e, the eigen
values of [Z]Y] are determined from
det{[Z] [YJy2[U = 0 (B-2)
where [U] is the 3 x 3 identity matrix.
These eigenvalues lead to the propagation constants for the
normal modes of the system and are given by
i2=A- C
C (B-3a)
A + C + E
+1J2J(A+ C - E)28DB (B-3b)
2A + C + E1J2J(A+ C - + 8DB (B-3c) 2
The eigenvector matrices corresponding to the eigenvaluescan be
calculated by substituting the eignvalues above intoequations (2-3)
and (2-4) and are given byand
[1 1 1J
[MV]= I0 RvbRJ
1
lJ
r'
1
[M1] 0 RIbRiI
Li 1 lJ
123
(B-4a)
(B-4b)
where [Mv] is voltage eigenvector matrix and EM1] is current eigen-
vector matrix, which gives the ratio of voltages and currents, re-
spectively, on the three lines for the three normal modes of propa-
gation.
and
A+C-EIA+C-E)22D
(B-5) Rb = 2B 2B
2
RVbc Rvcb
(B-6)
From (B-5) and (B-6) it is seen that
RvbRvc=-2 (B-7a)
RIbRIc=-2 (B-7b)
Therefore, RvbcRIbc unless D=B.
The voltage and current eigenvectors may be used to find the
characteristic impedances and admittances of the three lines for the124
three normal modes.From (2-1) and (2-2), these are found to be
Z]1 - Z13
'a = = (B-8a) Z1 = Za3
a ll l3 a1 'a3
zll+z13+RIbZ12 1
Zbl = Zb3 yll + Y13 + Rvb Yl2v;i
1
b3
(B-8b)
RIb Z22 + 2 Z12 Rvbb = (B-8c) Zb2 RIbib RVbY22 + 2 V12
b2
z11+z13+R z12
Ic
zc1=zc3=
IC 1
(B-8d) y11 + y13 + V12
Rjz22 + 2 z12 R2y
(B-8e) 2c2 Ri1c R2 y22 + 2 y12
c2
where Zik and Ci = a,b,c and k = 1,2,3) are the characteristic
impedance and admittance, respectively, of line k for mode j.From
(B-5) to (B-7), it is seen that the characteristic immittances of the
lines for the three normal modes are related through
'c1 Zb2 Zc2 Rvb
2 (8-9)125
The immittance matrix parameters of the coupled line six-port
shown in Fig. 4-1 are found in terms of these normal mode charac-
teristic immittances of the three lines [95].This can be done in a
straight forward manner by using the approach described in Chaper II.126
APPENDIX C
Scattering Parameters of a General Uniformly Coupled Line
Four-Port With Characteristic Terminations [96]
The scattering parameters for the general two-line case and the
syninetrical three-line four-port case are derived in terms of the re-
flection and transmission coefficients by using a system of voltage
sources and terminating impedances (non-mode-converting terminations)
which allow for the excitation of the individual modes of propagation.
The reflection and transmission coefficients of each line for indivi-
dual modes are given by Levy [116].
where
j(z ./z. - z./z.) sin U
= X3 3 3XJ (C-la)
T=L
x
zxj z.
sin e = 2 cos 0 +
x x
(.-__+-i)
x
3
In the above equations,= c,T represents the two normal modes
of the system and j = 1,2 represents the lines.Thus, Z is the
characteristic impedance of line j(1,2) for mode x(c,), Zis the
terminating impedance for line j andUis the electric length of the
line for a given mode.For the general two-line structure [21], the
ratio of the line impedance for the two normal modes is equal and is
given by= = - R R
zci zii-1 C
(C- 2)
127
where Rand Rrepresent the ratio of voltage on line 2 to that on
line 1 for the two normal modes C and rrespectively, and the ele-
ments of the voltage elgenvector matrix are given by
A B
{M]=
AR BR
C
Terminating of line 2 in Z2 and line 1in Z1 with Z21Z1 =
then, enables us to excite the individual modes, since the ratio of
the mode impedances of two lines is the same for all modes as given by
equation (C-2).This results in
r=randT=Tforx=candlr.
xl X2 Xl x2
The scattering parameters are then found by utilizing the source con-
figurations and terminations as shown in Figure C-i.
For V1 =1 and VCi =2,3,4) =0
letting A + B = 1andAR+ BR= 0, then
A
R. A Rc A=_R_R
,B=
Rc_R.rr
Therefore, the scattering parameters are given by
S11 = S44= Arc + B
1
=Rc_R(Rcr1Tfrc)
(C- 3a)128
z1 z2 zi
4 + +4 +3
mode c/ / // moderr
1+ 2 i4 2
Zi z2: z1 z
A AR 4BR7r
Figure c-i. Sources and terminations used to derive the scattering
parameters: (a) Total signal input 1 V at port 1, zero
at all the other ports. (b) Total signal input 1 V at
port 2, zero at all the other ports.129
I S12= S21 = S34 = S43= (A Rr+BR r)r-
r-r
R
R
(C-3b)
S14=S4 =AT +BT
1 C iT
RT -R I cit itC - (C-3c)
C it
10
13 31
= S24
42= (ART+B RI ) CC it
T_T
-J- R R (c-3d)
C it
Similarly, for V2 = 1and VCi = 1,3,4) = 0
1
B -1 A=R-R ' R -R
C it C it
The scattering parameters are given by
22= S33 = AR F + B Rr (C-3e) CC
Rr -R r cc itit
C
23 32= AR I+ B R I. (C-3f) cc it 11
RTc R1T RR130
The above expressions for Z20/Z10 = RVbRVC/ 2with R= Rvb.
and R lead to those obtained in Tripathi [95] for both the
symmetrical and the non-symmetrical interdigitated four-port
structures consisting of symmetrical three-line.